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Message 
 
 

Far Eastern University heartily and happily welcomes the 
Linguistic Society of the Philippines into its hallowed halls!  
FEU is proud to partner with LSP and proud to play host to 
its annual conference.  FEU recognizes LSP as the leader in 
research in Linguistics and is happy to follow its lead in the 
pursuit of the scientific study of language, and especially on 
language in the Philippine context.  
 
The Linguistic Society of the Philippines has always been the 
vanguard of linguistic research in the Philippines.  The 
founders of the LSP were visionaries who knew, even in the 
sixties, the fundamental importance of meticulous, scientific 

research in general and of meticulous, scientific research in language in particular.  At a time when 
most tertiary education teachers were immersed in teaching, LSP founders knew that research had 
to be promoted and that the kind of research that had to be promoted was research that would 
contribute to nation building and to an understanding of and deep respect for the many Philippine 
languages.  Fast forward nearly fifty years and what the founders of LFT knew then to be so 
important—relevant and rigorous research—is now finally being understood as an essential part of 
the work of those who are part of English departments throughout the Philippines. 
 
With the current interest in quality assurance and accreditation, and thus with research, conferences 
such as this one, with its theme of “Nurturing Literacy and Learning through Language Research,” 
help encourage us all to pursue what we language teachers are all called to do—make change happen, 
either in the classroom through our students or in the nation through a deeper understanding of our 
languages and culture. 
 
Congratulations to the Linguistic Society of the Philippines for carrying on the good work from year 
to year of fostering significant research in Philippine language and culture.  FEU stands with you in 
your mission of pursuing excellence in language, language education, and language policy research. 
 
 
 

 
Dr. Maria Teresa Trinidad P. Tinio  

Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Far Eastern University 
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Message 
 
 

FEU is one with the academic world in the belief that research 
can offer cure to its problems.  Thus, in the recent years, it has 
been receiving an unprecedented attention from the 
administration.  The efforts to engage its faculty in research have 
significantly accelerated.    A number of programs have been put 
in place to support small and large scale projects, with some in 
collaboration with universities abroad.  Its aspiration is to secure 
a prominent place for FEU in that realm. Our hosting this year’s 
LSP-NCGM is another milestone that will fast track our move 
towards that direction.  Indeed, we are delighted because besides 

helping us bolster language research in this university, our being the conference host will certainly 
provide our faculty researchers the opportunity to network with the country’s established linguists 
and hopefully encourage them to become members of the Philippines’ most elite language 
organization for linguists and language teachers.  We, therefore, gladly welcome everyone to this 
conference and to Far Eastern University. 
 
 

 
Dr. Myrna P. Quinto 

Vice President for Academic Development 
Far Eastern University 
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Message 
 
 

 
My warmest greetings to the Linguistic Society of the Philippines (LSP) 
on the occasion of its 2017 National Conference and General Meeting. 
 
As LSP turns a new page in its meritorious and dynamic past, I wish to 
congratulate the officers and its members for the conduct of this 
milestone event. With this year’s theme, Nurturing Literacy and 
Learning through Language Research, we can expect an amalgam of 
theories and applications involving inseparable human characteristics—
language and learning. Language has been a major part of human 
history. It is a cornerstone upon which our society and culture were 
built. Language has also served as indication of human cognition; how 
we have progressed to become the most successful and dominant 

species. Because of this, we can say that language research is indeed far-reaching. It is paramount as a 
knowledge to explain not just our roots but perhaps even our future.  
 
LSP is in the best position to lead and bring together the language experts in the country. With the shared 
goal of improving literacy and learning, we join LSP in this endeavor. 
 
Again congratulations! 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

Joel M. Chavez, Ph.D. 
Professor of Biology and Dean 
Institute of Arts and Sciences 

Far Eastern University 
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Message 
 

 
The production of knowledge in linguistics in the Philippines is 
largely the job of the Linguistic Society of the Philippines – which 
is known as the premier organization of linguists and language 
researchers in the country (Dayag & Dita, 2012). The annual 
conferences of the society, aside from the lectures and the journal, 
are the living proofs of this claim. 
 
On behalf of the LSP, I welcome you to the 2017 LSP-NCGM 
which is co-presented by the Far Eastern University (FEU), Manila. 
  
This year’s conference is very close to my heart for many reasons: 
First, it was the idea of my very good friend, Dennis Pulido, to 
bring LSP to FEU grounds. And when the FEU team attended the 
2016 LSP-NCGM in Silliman University, the plan was sealed. Now, 
this event is happening right here, right now!  Second, I got the 
chance to work with two passionate and hardworking conference 
directors, Tuting & Jay. Their enthusiasm and positive vibes have 
been very inspiring. Third, I was able to invite a well-respected 
linguist in Malaysia and a good friend as well, Stefanie Pillai, the 

dean of the Faculty of Languages & Linguistics from the University of Malaya. What an honor to the Society! 
And finally, my closest ally in World Englishes and English Linguistics (among others things), Dr Borlongan, is 
gracing this event, despite his crazy schedule, everything on his own.   
 
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the FEU administrators who have been very supportive since 
the MOU signing, the FEU English Department, who have worked tirelessly to ensure that we’d have a 
remarkable 3-day FEU experience, and Wilkinson Gonzales, whose impeccable efficiency is beyond compare! 
 
I wish everyone a stimulating and remarkable 3-day conference ahead! 
 
 
 

 
Shirley N. Dita, Ph.D. 

President 
Linguistic Society of the Philippines 
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Mensahe 
 
 

Ang taunang pagpupulong na ito ng mga iskolar ng wika na pinangangasiwaan ng 
Linguistic Society of the Philippines ay isang patunay sa lawak ng pananaliksik 
hinggil sa wika sa ating bansa. Inaasahan sa susunod na tatlong araw ang mainit 
na pagpapalitan ng mga kaalaman at ang pagpapalakas ng mga ugnayan sa pagitan 
ng mga mananaliksik ng ating mga wika. 
 
Sa pagbubukas ng kumperensya sa taong ito, nais kong ipaabot ang aking 
marubdob na pagbati sa lahat ng mga kalahok at sa lahat ng tumulong para muli 
itong maidaos. Hindi pa man nagsisimula, ramdam kong napagtagumpayan na 
natin ang ating mga adhikain na lalo pang pag-ibayuhin ang pagtupad sa ating 
tungkulin bilang mga iskolar ng wika. Naniniwala rin ako na ang pagtitipon na ito 
ay isa muling hakbang tungo sa patuloy na pagpapalalim ng ating malasakit sa 
ating mga wika.  
 
Nawa’y magsilbing paalala rin ang kumperensyang ito na ang ating talino ay 

mapamalaging maging kapaki-pakinabang na lunsaran ng pagbabago tungo sa ikabubuti at ikauunlad ng lipunan.   
 
Nananalig ako na patuloy nating pahahalagahan ang ating mga wika. 
 
Sa ngalan ng Linguistic Society of the Philippines, pagbati. 
 
 
 

 
Jesus Federico C. Hernandez 
Director for Conferences 

Linguistic Society of the Philippines 
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Message 
 
 

It is an exciting time for Far Eastern University, especially the Department 
of English, to welcome all the participants for this year’s Linguistic Society 
of the Philippines National Conference and General Meeting.  In August 
of last year, it was a momentous event as LSP and FEU-Department of 
English inked the Memorandum of Understanding which boosted our 
confidence and pride to host for the very first time this huge gathering 
of linguists and language teachers/researchers from all over the country. 
Our English faculty and I are committed to make the LSP-NCGM 2017 
a more meaningful exchange of knowledge on language research and 
experience camaraderie with the LSP participants.  

 
LSP has been known far and wide as a premier organization for linguists 

in the country. This year’s theme “Nurturing Literacy and Learning through Language Research” is timely and 
relevant to the challenges besetting our students. It calls for our earnest attention as researchers to understand 
the plight of our students when multi-media culture may tend to be exploitative if misused or abused, 
economic woes may impede academic growth, and apathy may also hinder their interests for learning in their 
immediate environment. These are just some of the many factors that may contribute to problems of 
promoting literacy among our students. As linguists, they pose a challenge to address the hovering literacy 
issues before us. Through research, specifically on language learning, we will be able to meet where our 
students are by engaging them to genuine love for learning. Doing a scholarly research on literacy defeats 
mediocrity and ignorance. It is a responsive way of winning our students for them to become the best in their 
academic pursuits. 
 
Today, let us engage ourselves in establishing rapport with our fellow linguists as we put premium on literacy 
in this year’s conference. May our humble preparation for LSP-NCGM 2017 in FEU come into fruition and 
translate into a profound understanding of language learning, an effective teaching reading and writing, and 
promoting genuine love for language learning with firm grounding on language research. 
 
Again, welcome to the home of the Tamaraws for the LSP-NCGM 2017!        
 
 
 

 
Philip Jay N. Alcoberes, Ph.D. 

Conference Co-Chair, LSP-NCGM 2017 
 

 



About 2017 LSP-NCGM 
 
The potent source of literacy emanates not only from learner’s meaningful experiences in a formal 
language instruction, but also from the ‘world’ where the ‘words’ are contextualized for better 
understanding. Nurturing literacy and learning a language could be more responsive when classroom 
practitioners are equipped with helpful information through language research. In response to 
learner’s challenges of encoding, decoding, and reproducing a language, an ingrained passion for 
language research aids effective instruction in an ever complex and diverse language classroom and 
beyond. Language literacy and learning could be within the grasp through research as they transform 
lives. 
  
The 2017 LSP-NCGM, therefore, aims: 
  

• To keep abreast on best language teaching practices through scholarly work; 
• To demonstrate best methodologies for research about language learning and literacy; 
• To inform the participants about the insightful theories that embody certain language 

teaching practices; 
• To encourage more linguists to rally for increased domestic research on language literacy 

and learning 
 
 
Previous Conference 
 
2016:  
 “Asianization of English and English Language Teaching.” 
April 7-9, 2016 
Silliman University, Dumaguete, Negros Oriental 
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Program 
 

Day 1: April 6, 2017 (Thursday) 
 
7:30 – 8:30   REGISTRATION 
    
 
8:30 – 9:30   OPENING CEREMONY 
   Dr. Maria Teresa Trinidad P. Tinio (SVPAA, FEU) 
   Dr. Myrna P. Quinto (VPAD, FEU) 
   Dr. Joel Chavez M. Chavez (Dean, IAS, FEU) 
   Dr. Shirley N. Dita (President, LSP) 
 
9:30 – 10:30  KEYNOTE LECTURE 
   Professor Stefanie Pillai (University of Malaya, Malaysia) 
   ‘"Revitalization of Endangered Language: The Case of Malacca  
   Portuguese Creole"     
    
10:30 – 11:00  AM Snacks 
 
11:00 – 12:00  Concurrent Sessions 1 & 2 
 
12:00 – 1:30   LUNCH 
 
1:30 – 4:30  Themed Panels:  
 

1. Notes on Philippine Languages (UP-Diliman) 
Convener: Jesus Federico Hernandez 

2. Investigating Social Discourse (ADMU) 
Convener: Priscilla Cruz 

3. Studies on World Englishes & Corpus Linguistics (DLSU-Manila) 
Convener: Shirley N. Dita 

4. The Emma C. Castillo special colloquium on ELT (PNU) 
Convener: Arceli Amarles 

3:00 – 3:30  PM Snacks 

4:30 – 5:30  FEU Campus Tour 

 
Day 2: April 7, 2017 (Friday) 
	
8:30 – 10:00   LSP Business Meeting 
 
10:00 – 10:30 AM Snacks 
 
10:30 – 12:00  Concurrent Sessions 3, 4, & 5 
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12:00 – 1:30  Lunch Break 
 
1:30 – 2:30               Plenary Lecture 

Dr. Dennis H. Pulido (Far Eastern University) 
“Computer-Mediated Communication and Language Learning” 

     
2:30 – 3:30   Concurrent Sessions 6 & 7 
   Special Lecture: Diane Dekker on MTB-MLE 
 
3:30 – 4:00  PM Snacks 
 
4:00 – 5:30  Concurrent Sessions 8, 9, &10  
 

Day 3: April 8, 2017 (Saturday) 
 
8:30 – 10:00   Concurrent Sessions 11, 12, & 13 
   Themed Panel: On Forensic Linguistics 
   Conveners: Alejandro Bernardo & Rachelle Lintao 
 
10:00 – 10:30 AM Snacks 
 
10:30 – 12:00  Concurrent Sessions 14, 15, & 16 
 
12:00 – 1:30  Lunch Break 
 
1:30 – 3:00  Concurrent Sessions 17, 18, & 19 
   FEU Student Papers: Survival Discourses 
   Convener: Philip Jay Alcoberes 
 
3:00 – 3:30                 PM Snacks 
  
3:30 – 4:30   Plenary Lecture: “Change in the verb in the expanding circle of  
   Englishes” 
                         Dr. Ariane Macalinga Borlongan (University of Tokyo, Japan) 

 
4:30 – 5:00  CLOSING CEREMONIES 
   Jesus Federico C. Hernandez (Chair, 2017 LSP-NCGM) 
   Dr. Philip Jay N. Alcoberes (Co-Chair, 2017 LSP-NCGM) 
 
5:00 ++  Distribution of Certificates 
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KEYNOTE LECTURE 
 

Dr. Stefanie Shamila Pillai 
University of Malaya 
 
 
Revitalization of an Endangered Language: 
The Case of Malacca Portuguese Creole 
  
ABSTRACT 
 
In multilingual contexts, minority languages struggle to survive. 
These languages may be indigenous languages and those spoken 
by smaller ethnic groups. In Malaysia, for example, the national 
language is Malay, whilst English dominates in the private sector. 
The medium of instruction in public schools is Malay, while English 
is taught as a compulsory subject from primary education. However, there are also Chinese (Mandarin) and 
Tamil medium primary schools, and most private and international schools use English as their medium of 
instruction. In many cases, Malay, English and Mandarin have taken over as the language spoken at home, 
cutting off intergenerational transmission. This has led to an eventual shift to these dominant languages, and it 
signals the slow death of minority languages. Whilst researchers record speakers, and describe and document 
some of these languages, there is a lack of effort to translate this research into language education or 
revitalization efforts. This scenario is also likely to occur in neighboring countries, such as the Philippine. 
  
In this paper, I will describe the case of Malacca Portuguese Creole (MPC), also popularly known as Papiá 
Cristang. MPC developed out of the language contact between Portuguese speakers, who conquered Malacca 
in 1511 and local languages. It is still mainly spoken in Malacca, south of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, where a large 
number of Malaysians of Portuguese heritage reside.  However, the use of MPC has been steadily dwindling 
among younger speakers. The focus of the paper will be on the production of a learning resource for MPC in 
the form of a book, Beng Prende Portugues Malaká (Papiá Cristang). With the support of the University of 
Malaya’s community engagement funding, a collaborative team comprising researchers and community 
members represented by the Malacca Portuguese-Eurasian Association, was formed to work on this project. 
I will discuss the knowledge sharing process involved in producing this teaching and learning resource, and 
show how research can be translated into efforts to keep an endangered language alive with the support of 
community members. 
 
BIONOTE 
 
Stefanie PILLAI is a Professor at the English Language Department, Faculty of Languages and Linguistics, 
University of Malaya. She is currently Dean of the Faculty Her main areas of research interest are the segmental 
and prosodic features of spoken Malaysian English, and the revitalisation of Malacca Portuguese Creole or 
Cristang. She has published in journals such as English Today, World Englishes, Language and Communication, 
Studies in Second Language Acquisition and Language & Linguistics. She contributed the section on Malaysian 
English to the print and online versions of ‘The Mouton World Atlas of Variation in English’ published by 
Mouton de Gruyter. She is also working on a book on Malaysian English for the Dialects of English series by 
de Gruyter, and a section on Malaysian English to be published online on Oxford Dictionaries. She is currently 
the Chief Editor of one of MELTA’s journals, The Malaysian Journal of ELT Research. 

1
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PLENARY LECTURE 
 
Dr. Ariane Macalinga Borlongan 
The University of Tokyo 
 
Change in the verb in Expanding Circle 
Englishes 
 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
The verb is a very significant grammatical category, so much that its 
role in the English sentence cannot be overstated. It is genuinely “the 
most important phrasal categor[y] for functional reasons” (together 
with the noun phrase) (Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech, & Svartvik, 1985, 
p. 61) and “the most ‘central’ and indispensable part of the clause”. 
And in the process of English becoming the undisputed global 
language that it is now (in effect, with its more cosmopolitan vocabulary and furthered inflectional simplicity, 
among others), the verb phrase in English has likewise evolved. A pioneering work on grammatical change in 
American and British Englishes has been done (Leech, Hundt, Mair, & Smith, 2009) and it was found that: (1) 
The progressive has increased significantly yet variably; (2) there is an ongoing decrease in the use of modals 
and (not necessarily caused by the) increase in the use of quasi-modals; (3) while there is a seeming revival of 
mandative subjunctives (led by American English), the case has not been as fortunate with those in 
counterfactuals; and (4) passive constructions are in a decline. Similar changes of varying degrees have also 
been documented in postcolonial Englishes (cf. Collins, 2015a; Noël, van Rooy, & van der Auwera, 2014). 
The present study is the first of its kind which uses short-term diachronic comparable corpus linguistics as a 
tool to explore Expanding Circle Englishes. It investigates recent change in the verb phrase in these Englishes: 
The investigation is on the perfective, the progressive, modals and quasi-modals, subjunctives, and passives 
found in diachronic data of the Englishes of Japan, South Korea, and Vietnam. Corpus from each Expanding 
Circle country is around 300,000-500,000 words apiece and consists of academic and journalistic texts from 
the 1970s and 2000s. With this data, not only diachronic change but also regional and stylistic variation are 
shown. Also, comparisons can be made with findings for American, British, and Philippine Englishes (Collins, 
2015b; Collins, Borlongan, & Yao, 2014; Collins, Borlongan, Lim, & Yao, 2014; Collins, Yao, & Borlongan, 2014; 
Fuchs & Borlongan, 2016; Leech et al., 2009), for which similar analyses have been previously made. Then it 
can be seen if, indeed, these Expanding Circle Englishes are in a state of dynamism, as Schneider (2014) 
theorized. 
 
BIONOTE 
 
Ariane Macalinga Borlongan earned his Ph.D. in Applied Linguistics via a competitive accelerated program 
from De La Salle University (Manila, the Philippines), for which he wrote the dissertation A Grammar of the 
Verb in Philippine English, which won Most Outstanding Dissertation distinction from the university. Earning 
it at age 23, he remains one of the youngest to earn a doctorate in linguistics in the Philippines. 
He currently teaches at The University of Tokyo (Tokyo, Japan). He was previously on various academic posts 
in De La Salle University, (Manila, the Philippines), the National University (Manila, the Philippines), the 
SEAMEO Regional Language Centre (RELC, Singapore), Tamagawa University (Tokyo, Japan), and the Tokyo 
University of Foreign Studies (Tokyo, Japan). He is a compiler of several diachronic corpora of Asian Englishes 

2
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and also the contributor for Philippine English in the Electronic World Atlas of Varieties of English (eWAVE). 
His research is on English linguistics, world Englishes, historical linguistics, and sociolinguistics, on which he has 
published in journals and edited volumes and presented in many conferences. 
 
 
PLENARY LECTURE 
 
Dr. Dennis H. Pulido 
Far Eastern University - Manila 
 
Computer-mediated Communication and 
Language Learning 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
The Internet may be considered as a social space in which individuals 
use communication through technology as a venue to establish social 
relationships, to exchange knowledge and to process information 
(Vrocharidou & Efthymiou, 2012). Communication in this social 
space may take place in an asynchronous or a synchronous time 
frame. Teachers have used this space to facilitate how students learn 
through the democratization of access to learning, the facilitation of 
exchanges, and the dissemination of instructional materials. Students 
have used this space to augment knowledge provided in the classroom and to accomplish the requirements 
of formative or summative assessments. 

The classroom may be considered as another space in which teachers and students converge and 
negotiate certain tasks (Kerr & Murthy, 2009) and, consequently, learning. The current paper analyzes the 
content of research related to computer-mediated communication (CMC) and language learning among ESL 
and EFL learners. The first part categorizes the themes addressed by the studies. The second part presents a 
model that may be used to integrate CMC in language subjects. The third part suggests activities that can be 
integrated in the new general education subjects. Developing the linguistic competence of students is given 
importance in education, and the use of CMC may be considered as a tool that can be used to enhance the 
development of language learning skills. 
 
BIONOTE 

 
Dennis Pulido is a Professorial Lecturer at the Department of English, Institute of Arts and Sciences, Far 
Eastern University. He is currently the Director of the University Research Center. The position requires him 
to manage the administrative functions of the University Research Center and its programs, to promote 
research among the members of the academic community, and to represent the University at the UBelt 
Consortium. In addition, he proposes and implements projects related to effective communication, 
communication and language research, online free-content database, teacher training, and assessment. He 
obtained his Doctor of Philosophy in Applied Linguistics from De La Salle University-Manila, his Master of Arts 
in Teaching English from De La Salle University-Dasmariñas, and his Bachelor of Arts major in Literature from 
the University of Santo Tomas. He has published research papers in local and international journals. His 
research interests include deconstruction, discourse analysis, pragmatics, and computer-mediated 
communication. 

3
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Dr. Diane Dekker 
SIL Philippines 
 
 
Finally Shedding the Past: Filipino Teachers Negotiate 
Their Identities Within a New Mother-Tongue-Based 
Multilingual Education Policy Landscape. 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
Language issues in education raise multiple and complex challenges due to our diverse multilingual world. 
Choosing the most appropriate language of instruction has been a contentious debate for decades with a 
global drive for English prominent. Post-colonial contexts have histories of foreign language education and 
marginalization of local languages. UNESCO (2008) suggests that failure to address the issue of language is a 
persistent problem affecting completion of Education for All goals and hampering global education reform 
efforts.  
 
This qualitative multiple-site case study explores how Filipino educators negotiate complex and changing 
personal and professional identities and practices within this paradigmatic language policy change. I interviewed 
36 teachers, seven principals, groups of parents and several teacher educators at each of six different school 
sites. I visited each school four different times which allowed time to develop trust to explore more deeply 
the issues of teacher identity negotiation. Rich data from multiple individual interviews, focus group discussions, 
classroom observations and materials analyses point to the realities of multiple challenges teachers face as 
they learn to use the mother tongue as the primary language of instruction in the early grades. Further findings 
reveal that despite the complex difficulties, teachers and students alike are enjoying school more than ever 
because of unhampered communication through their own mother tongues. Critical interpretation of findings 
reveals the benefits of including Filipino educators and parents in discussions related to the dominance of 
English and resulting societal power relations, sociocultural discourses and language ideologies, in order to 
impact perspectives of and implementation of MTB MLE. Implications emanating from the study include 
suggestions for supporting teachers in the negotiation of their identities and reflecting on their own underlying 
assumptions and ideologies through critical discussions that aim to impact sociocultural discourses. 
 
 

 

4
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PANEL PRESENTATIONS 
 
 

Ateneo de Manila University 
 
Convener: Priscilla Angela T. Cruz 
 
Investigating social discourse: Functional perspectives on identity, community, 
and power 
 
Introduction	
This colloquium brings together six papers from the Philippines that are all concerned with 
researching various discourses that circumscribe Filipino lives. Inherent in the texts selected for 
research are issues of identity, community, and the problematic relationships these have with the 
interrelationships of powerful and disempowered positions. All these papers draw on the theory and 
methods of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), particularly Appraisal theory, in order to investigate 
how individuals are positioned in unequal relationships that privilege some identities over others 
within the discourse relations that realize the material workings of hegemony. In studying the different 
discursive realizations of an unequal society, the papers in this colloquium seek to argue that 
hegemony and resistance are both located in the very practices of language that potentially position 
individuals within the problematic politics of identity and community. Furthermore, these papers also 
serve to argue for the power of grammar and grammatical analysis in critical discourse work. In so 
doing, they will be of value to language researchers who are interested in discourse analysis as well 
as students and teachers who seek to bring a strong awareness of grammar in their work. 
	
What Makes a ‘Recount’ Just? Positioning readers in the discourse of police 
blotters in the Philippines 
 
Ersweetcel C. Servano 
Ateneo de Manila University 
 
Police officers who write the recounts found in police blotters are expected to describe the 
‘reporting persons’ and the ‘reported persons’ neutrally in order to appear ‘objective’. These recounts, 
after all, are used to facilitate investigations, support court cases, and write news. This study is 
concerned with investigating the purported objectivity of police blotters. In particular, it seeks to 
examine how the identities of ‘reporting persons’ and ‘reported persons’ are construed in these 
blotters in order to consider what language behaviors best serve the interests of justice. Findings, 
which were revealed through the methods of an Appraisal analysis, reveal that ‘objectivity’ is 
problematic at best as these reports realize strong biased positions for and against certain ‘types’ or 
‘groups’ of people. Furthermore, it was revealed that these reports only draw on the testimonies of 
‘reporting persons’, usually the victims, which already position ‘reported persons’, or the accused, in 
a negative light even before anyone involved can go through due process. As these police blotters 
are used as a basis for court cases and news reports, these play a central role in how justice is served 
not only in the courtroom but in public arenas of media and even community talk. This study is 
significant because it presents a means by which Systemic Functional Linguistics can be applicable in 
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forensic studies that are concerned with how language is embroiled in the process of dispensing 
justice. 
 
 
Heteroglossia in an online news report: Constructing the voices of 
stakeholders in a mining project in the Philippines 
 
May Lynn Abella-Tabar 
Ateneo de Manila University 
 
Hard news reports often show authorial neutrality, in order to establish objectivity in the presentation 
of news. However, it is seen in this paper that the presence of multiple perspectives or voices in an 
online news report may actually call this into question. By using the Appraisal framework detailed in 
Martin and White 2005, this paper examines how the voices of mining stakeholders are realized 
dialogically within a selected online news report. In this report, powerful and unpowerful voices are 
positioned dialogically and attitudinal meaning is used to realize the concerns of these voices as well 
as generate reader sympathy for one position or the other. Findings reveal that in this heteroglossic, 
dialogic positioning, sympathy for powerful and unpowerful positions can be projected by using the 
various discursive resources of evaluative meaning. In other words, in this news report, ‘authorial 
neutrality’ may be nonexistent as it construes some voices as worthy of more sympathy than others. 
These findings should then make readers aware that despite the authorial neutrality that should 
ideally be established in most news reports, the same carry with them not just multiple perspectives 
or the voices of others, but that such “authorial neutrality”, in fact, carries with it various attitudinal 
meanings that position readers in specific sides of an issue. Furthermore, this paper also argues that 
problematic authorial neutrality may in fact carry the potential for resisting powerful voices.  
 
The ‘teaching’ of national identity: Community values, the discourse of 
freedom, and English language teaching textbooks from the Philippines 
 
Priscilla Angela T. Cruz 
Ateneo de Manila University 
 
This paper, which is part of the colloquium, “Investigating social discourse: Functional perspectives 
on identity, community, and power”, is an examination of how English language teaching textbooks 
in the Philippines project a sense of national identity through the problematic dominance of regulative 
discourses (Bernstein, 1996). It argues that through representative texts from a series of government-
issued textbooks, the English language learning classroom is co-opted to perform a strong nation-
building mandate that may (or may not) disempower some Filipino identities while, at the same time, 
empowering others through the notion of ‘freedom for all’. This paper will support its arguments 
through an analysis of the interpersonal meanings that frame the experiences around which a sample 
text revolves. Furthermore, this paper will examine how these interpersonal values form a prosody 
of meaning (Martin and White, 2005) that explodes beyond a single text onto textbook design. In 
so doing, this paper argues that as much as the classroom can realize the ‘content’ that binds people 
into communities, this same classroom can further unequal meanings that potential arrange students 
into hierarchies of identities that can be divisive rather than unifying. As much as this paper deploys 
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functional grammar perspectives, it will also offer various methods that can help alert teachers to 
problematic community meanings in order for them to process and challenge these meanings with 
their students. 
 
Looking at the eye of the storm: An analysis of typhoon coverage in news 
reports 
 
Rhodora Ranalan 
Ateneo de Manila University 
 
The news reportage of an event like a disaster often includes a multiplicity of voices both in the way 
different people are interviewed and in the way different reporters frame the event. This is seen in 
the news coverage of typhoon Haiyan, which was reported not only by local news sources in the 
Philippines but also by the international media.  This coverage, though in the form of objective news 
reports, incorporate value judgments that reflect different ways of looking at the storm. This paper 
then utilizes an Appraisal framework to unpack the evaluative language used by 21 news headlines 
and three news reports to uncover how the typhoon was represented by international, national and 
local news.  When compared, the different evaluative meanings that surfaced from the analysis 
indicate varying degrees of valuation with the international news having a stronger grading of 
meanings than local news. This implies that the reportage perpetuates ideological positions of 
privileging some voices but marginalizing or weakening the voices of those most affected by the 
calamity. This has implications for how our consciousness of disaster can be shaped by the news and 
how this reportage reinforces the ideological position of the poor as helpless recipients and not as 
active agents in such calamities.  
 
Beautiful English: Beauty pageants, marginal identities, and dominant 
positions 
 
Shiela Java Guinal 
Ateneo de Manila University 
 
This paper is an exploration of the patterns of meaning that are revealed in the Q&A portion of a 
local beauty pageant in order to uncover what ideological positions are valued in a specific 
community. This pageant, which is a major event in Davao City, Philippines, involves the participation 
of the twelve recognized indigenous tribes of the city. Contestants are judged not based on physical 
beauty but on their ability to answer the Q&A portion. Using the analytical methods of Systemic 
Functional Linguistics (SFL) that unlock meaning on the clause and discourse levels, this paper seeks 
to argue that when it comes to ‘beautiful language,’ what matters is the ability to replicate the same 
value positions over and over again. What possibly differentiates one contestant from the other is 
her ability to realize dominant value positions through highly intricate clausal connections that 
lengthen positive attitudinal meanings on the value of communal identity and heritage. This pageant, 
which supposedly celebrates diversity, is one that glosses over cultural differences to position all its 
stakeholders within the same, ‘universalizing’ community. These findings are significant for three 
reasons. First, for examining how discourse construes identities through evaluative language. Second, 
for teachers of English, these results can be a means toward examining what critical thinking could 
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involve, especially when it comes to dealing with communally-valued positions. Third, this study can 
also potentially contribute to World Englishes research in the Philippines because it is a close analysis 
of what kind of English is considered beautiful to a Filipino community. 
 
 
School unions and power struggles: Dialogic discourse and the fight for 
‘legitimate’ meanings 
 
SV Philip Merlas 
Ateneo de Manila University 
 
This paper explores how power is discursively realized in the language of school unionism by 
examining text-based public statements issued by members of school unions and its administration 
in the light of an on-going tension regarding employees’ rights. It contends that the participants in 
this dialogic discourse align themselves around a value position as well as construe a compliant 
reading position with the aims of forwarding their political causes and of acquiring their readers’ 
sympathy at the same time. This is analyzed using Systemic Functional Linguistics specifically informed 
by Martin and White’s (2005) Appraisal Framework focusing on the systems of Evaluation and 
Engagement. The analyses of this paper show that the struggle over meaning and evaluation of the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement and the Employees’ Guide evoke a notion that an ideal working 
environment would mean a privileging of the interest of one party over the other. Further, this study 
shows that conflict resolution is contingent on the way participants deploy interpersonal resources 
as they negotiate on the issues related to the on-going tension. Finally, this paper offers perspectives 
for the application of functional methods on the analysis of legal documents.  
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De La Salle University, Manila 
 
Studies in World Englishes & Corpus Linguistics 
 
Convener: Shirley N. Dita 
	
The intelligibility of Philippine English to ASEAN Speakers of English 
 
Kristine D. De Leon 
De La Salle University, Manila 
 
English has earned a status as a first language or second language to around 75 countries (Jenkins, 
2003), and with the prevalence of English language, various Englishes emerge. Because of this, the 
question on the intelligibility of these Englishes to other speakers of English arise. From this 
perspective, the study demonstrates on how intelligible Philippine English is to selected ASEAN 
countries, especially that ASEAN integration is finally implemented. Therefore, this study employed 
three different speakers, acrolectal, mesolectal and basilectal, of Philippine English, and the results 
revealed that Philippine English is almost 90% intelligible to the Filipinos due to the familiarity of the 
variety and probably similarity of the speakers’ first language. For the rest of the listeners from the 
Philippines neighboring countries, Philippine English is to be around 65% intelligible to Malaysians, and 
this is the highest intelligibility rate among the listeners included in this study. One reason is that 
English is a second language to Malaysians. For the rest of the listeners, namely Vietnamese, 
Indonesians, Laos, Thais and Cambodians, they found Philippine English to less than 50% intelligible. 
The factors that have strongly affected this intelligibility rate are listeners’ familiarity of the variety and 
the speakers’ effort, choice of words, rate and pronunciation. It also has to be noted that their English 
is considered a foreign language, but then the listeners’ perceived language proficiency did not 
significantly affect the intelligibility of Philippine English. Moreover, their perception of Philippine 
English did not affect their understanding of the utterances of speakers. Hence, this study suggests 
that interlocutors have to use various strategies in communicating for the utterances to be highly 
intelligible. 
 
Lexical creativity and productivity in PhilE: Formations beyond frameworks 
 
Nimfa G. Dimaculangan 
Leah E. Gustilo 
De La Salle University, Manila 
 
This paper aims at producing a word list of early 21st century Philippine English (PhilE) lexicon and 
analyzing the formation processes that operated in the creation of the lexical patterns. The lexical 
items were culled from a newly-built 400,000-word corpus of non-printed printed texts written from 
2005 to 2015.  Criteria and parameters were set to help the researchers identify and analyze 
Philippine English neologisms from their surrounding L1 English lexical items based on Bambose’s 
(1998)  first two measures of ESL Englishes well-motivated innovations and D’ Souza’s (1998) first 
three criteria in standardizing usages in new Englishes. A descriptive approach to language was 
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observed in the treatment and analysis of the items. Our analysis revealed one hundred seventy eight 
new lexical items formed through creative expansions or modifications of the existing processes 
identified from previous studies and through the deliberate integration of figures of speech in the 
word-formation processes. A tentative modified word-formation framework for early 21st century 
Philippine English writing was then proposed based on the research findings. 
 
Modal Auxiliaries in Philippine English Newspapers: a Corpus-based Analysis 
 
Leah Espada Gustilo  
De La Salle University, Manila 
 
The present study made use of five text categories sourced from newspapers in the data bank of 
the Philippine component of the International Corpus of English (ICE-PHI) compiled by Bautista, 
Lising, and Dayag (1999). The five text categories chosen for analysis belong to the major text 
category of written printed data: Skills and Hobbies (Instructional), Press Editorials (Persuasive), Press 
News Reports (Informational-Reportage), Humanities (Informational-Popular), and Social Science 
(Informational-Popular). The total number of texts analyzed for the present study is 50 
(approximately 100,000 words). The present study aimed at describing the semantic functions of 
nine modals under study and investigating as to whether there are features in the use of modals in 
the Philippine context that do not conform to the current usage taught in the textbooks that conform 
to the American and British usage. The findings lead to tentative conclusions and implications to 
language teaching and open new windows for research. 
 
The grammar of adjunct adverbials in Philippine English 
 
Miren Morales 
Far Eastern University 
 
The purpose of this study is to identify how adjunct adverbials are applied in Philippine English. This 
research presentation is only a portion taken from my dissertation. This study focuses on the 
properties of adjunct adverbials based on the usage of present day English as designated from 
descriptive grammar using a corpus linguistics approach for its identification. This study is relevant in 
the area of grammar in two ways: (1) Adverbials are among if not the most confounding grammatical 
element in English because of the complexity involved in the application of their syntactic and 
semantic categorization; and the redundancies, overlaps, and inconsistencies among current modern 
adjunct adverbial usages and classifications. Secondly, (2) this study contributes to the understanding 
of language variation in English as a pluricentric one. 
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The grammar and semantics of disjuncts in World Englishes 
 
Shirley N. Dita 
De La Salle University, Manila 
 
Wilkinson Daniel Wong Gonzales 
National University of Singapore 
 
Adverbs have become the ragbag in grammar in which all uncategorized items are relegated. Over 
the years, there have been several studies (e.g., Biber et al., 1999; Halliday, 1994; Hasselgard, 2010; 
Huddleston & Pullum, 2002; Quirk et al., 1985; Sinclair, 1990) that looked into the syntactic and 
semantic functions of adverbs.  This paper focuses on what Quirk et al. (1985) call ‘disjuncts’ (which 
refer to the overt expression of an author's or speaker's attitudes, feelings, judgments, or 
commitment concerning the message.  There are various terminologies in literature that have 
emerged: ‘stance adverbs’, ‘conjunctive adjuncts’, ‘evaluative adjuncts’, ‘sentence adverbs’, to name a 
few. The common denominator of all these adverbs is that, syntactically, they occupy the most 
peripheral position in the clause and that, semantically, they distinguish how the propositional content 
of the clause relates to the context.  

Using 12 matching corpora of the International Corpus of English (ICE), that is, 5 from the 
Inner Circle (Australia, Canada, Great Britain, Ireland, New Zealand) and 7 from the Outer Circle 
( East Africa, Hong Kong, India, Jamaica, Nigeria, the Philippines, and Singapore), the present study 
aims at presenting the findings on the frequency and distribution of disjuncts across world Englishes. 
This study supports the disagreement on the labelling of disjuncts as presented in literature in terms 
of their functions by showing evidence of such claims.  Further, it argues that there exist several 
semantic functions apart from what are presented in literature and that - these functions are culture-
specific. 
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Philippine Normal University 
 
The Emma Castillo special colloquium on ELT 
 
Convener: Arceli Amarles 
 
Introduction	
In the Philippines, current research innovations in English language education are provided with a 
superfluity of unchartered pedagogical language research lacunas in the 21st century (Hernandez, 
2017). This panel presentation is an amalgamation of studies in English language education by Filipino 
English language educators. Specifically, it features researches on the following: comprehension in ESL 
(English as a Second Language) reading, solidarity and agreements, and error analysis in ESL writing, 
English language curriculum evaluation, and self- identity and oral communication apprehension. 
Firstly, Collamar (2017) sought to describe the comprehension levels of grade eight students by 
examining their generated questions. The study revealed findings concerning the five comprehension 
levels, character trait questions, reorganization level, schemata and metacognition, and first language. 
Comprehension is prompted when readers are given leeway to generate questions before, during 
and after reading the  texts.  Secondly, Salayo,  Macao,  and  Lintao  (2017)  determined  the  social  
power  of cooperative writing with writing students using conversational analysis. Consequently, 
solidarity is actually built by turn and laughter strategies. In addition, group cohesiveness is established 
via disagreement strategy. Fairly similarly, Dilag and Lintao (2017) had paid attention to the writing 
errors of high school students. Using essays composed by 10th grade students for error analysis, they 
identified and arrived at sentence-level errors (e.g. verb usage, sentence structure, articles, and so on) 
that were cross-analyzed with the learning competencies set by the K to 12 English Curriculum Guide. 
Next, Dela Rosa and Lintao (2017) conducted a textual evaluation of the Grade 10 English K to 12 
Curriculum. Thirty grade 10 public school English teachers of a province in Central Luzon participated 
in the study. Results showed that though the curriculum guide adheres to the criteria expected of a 
language curriculum guide, but it contained some issues as well. Hence, ESL teachers should be 
involved. Lastly, Reyteran and Lintao (2017) explored the link between the sense of identity and oral 
communication apprehension among student-teachers in a Philippine state college. The study found 
that the students’ perception of their identity is not significantly associated to their communication 
apprehension, and that their relational identity predicts their apprehension, i.e. meetings and group 
discussion. 
 
 
Guided or Misguided? - A Textual Evaluation of an English Curriculum Guide 
based on NCTE Standards  
 
John Paul O. Dela Rosa 
Rachelle Ballesteros-Lintao  
jpdeped21@gmail.com  
 
Evaluation of the curriculum and all other aspects related to it is meant to refine educational programs 
and use results as inputs toward improved teaching and learning. The purpose of this study was to 
conduct a textual evaluation of the existing curriculum guide in 10th grade English under the K to 12 
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Basic Education Program in the Philippines. A total of 30 Grade 10 English teachers teaching at 
selected public secondary schools in Tarlac Province, the Philippines, evaluated the content of the 
curriculum material using criteria set by the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) intended 
for English Language Arts curriculum guides. The evaluation revealed that the material generally 
suffices the criteria needed for a language curriculum guide. However, it was found that its reading 
content does not adequately meet the criteria for ELA reading component and that its design needs 
more clarity in relation to the language used and on its overall presentation or format. Other 
problems identified by the teachers include the presence of overlapping, repetitive, and too many 
objectives for each language strand that do not match the time allotted in teaching English 10. The 
study finally underscores the importance of involving classroom teachers in the processes of creating, 
selecting, and evaluating curriculum materials, which are considered as integral phases in curriculum 
development. 
 
Identity and communication apprehension of select student – teachers in a 
Philippine state college  
 
Riza S. Reyteran 
Rachelle Ballesteros - Lintao 
rizasarmiento_reyteran@yahoo.com 
 
This descriptive type of research was conducted to determine the relationship between the 
perceived sense of identity and the level of communication apprehension of the student – teachers 
in a Philippine state college and to find out what aspect(s) of identity predict(s) communication 
apprehension context(s). This study utilized Aspects of Identity Questionnaire by Cheek and Briggs 
(2013) and the Personal Report of Communication Apprehension (PRCA-24) by McCroskey (1982) 
in gathering data. Aspects of identity include personal, relational, social and collective identities while 
the contexts of communication apprehension include group discussion, meetings, interpersonal 
conversations and public speaking. The data were analyzed through the use of computer software. 
Results show that student – teachers have high perceived sense of identity and moderate level of 
communication apprehension. ANOVA reveals that their perceived sense of identity is not related 
to their communication apprehension. However, when regression analysis was conducted, student 
– teachers’ relational identity predicts their apprehension on group discussion and on meetings. It 
suggests that student – teachers are less afraid of group discussion because of their familiarity and 
relationship with the members of the group which they didn’t find intimidating. On the other hand, 
they are afraid of meetings since preparation and presentation are required. The degree of their 
relationship with those who are in the meetings influences the student – teachers’ apprehension and 
participation in the meeting. 
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Tenth grade students’ sentence-level errors in writing  
 
Ace Christian M. Dilag  
Rachelle Ballesteros-Lintao 
acedilag@gmail.com 
 
A number of error analyses have already been done to identify the problematic linguistic 
constructions of Filipino learners of English in the tertiary level. However, less attention is given to 
the errors of secondary school students as evident in the number of published works on the topic. 
To account for the sentence-level errors of 10th grade students in a public school in the Philippines, 
an error analysis was done on 55 essays written by the participants. Using a modified version of an 
existing classification of errors (Espada-Gustilo, 2009), the errors of the students were categorized 
and arranged according to the frequency of occurrence. Results showed that the most frequent 
errors were related to verb usage, sentence structure, comma usage, word choice and word form, 
capitalization, missing/unnecessary word and word order, prepositions, spelling, articles, noun 
pluralization, pronouns, redundancy and parallelism. These linguistic items were compared vis-à-vis 
the expected learning competencies in the K to 12 English Curriculum Guide to determine what 
remediation or enhancement activities should be given and when such intervention should be done. 
 
Questions students ask as indices of their comprehension levels  
 
Ronelo Gamayon Collamar  
Philippine Normal University 
 
This paper seeks to describe the comprehension levels of grade eight students by examining their generated 
questions. The study revealed findings concerning the five comprehension levels, character trait questions, 
reorganization level, schemata and metacognition, and first language. Comprehension is prompted when 
readers are given leeway to generate questions before, during and after reading the texts.   
 
Solidarity and disagreements: Social dimensions in cooperative writing group
  
Juland D. Salayo  
Rachelle Ballesteros-Lintao 
April L. Macam  
axel_salayo@yahoo.com.ph  
 
 
This paper aims to analyze the sequential pattern of the turns in cooperative writing group 
interactions which reveals solidarity building and disagreement episodes using conversational analysis 
as a methodological framework. It comprised of 10 members whose verbal and non-verbal 
interactions were recorded and transcribed to observe overlapping, latching, cut-off and other 
pragmatic cues of the turn taking.  Building solidarity is demonstrated using collaborative construction 
turn strategy and laughter strategies; disagreement as a preferred act is an effective speech strategy 
that does not only use in pursuit of knowledge but could also establish group cohesiveness and 
positive group relationship. Likewise, the data opens implications in promoting pragmatic 
competence among ESL learners. 
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University of the Philippines – Diliman 
 
Notes on Philippine Languages: Some current research on Philippine 
structures 
 
Convener: Jesus Federico C Hernandez 
 
 
Verb Morphology in Flux: Irregularities in Aspectual Marking in Iraya Mangyan 
 
Elsie Marie Or 
 
Like other Philippine languages, the Iraya Mangyan language spoken in Mindoro is a morphologically 
rich language that utilizes poly-functional morphemes to mark different syntactic features, among 
which is the aspect of the verb. 
 
Previous researchers who have described Iraya morphology (Tweddell, 1958; Barbian, 1974; and 
Reid, 2015) categorize affixes that attach to verbs according to whether they mark perfective aspect 
or imperfective aspect. The contemplative aspect in Iraya is said to be marked by placing the adverbial 
particle batay before a verb in its perfective form to indicate that the action indicated by the verb 
has not yet begun. 
 
In this presentation, I will show that, based on current data gathered, things are not as clean and 
simple as described by these previous researchers. There Is evidence that shows that verb focus 
assignment affects the previously described alignment of the perfective and contemplative aspect in 
Iraya, as we find that it only holds true for verbs marked with patient focus. Meanwhile, verbs attached 
with imperfective, agent-focus affixes may also be preceded by the contemplative adverbial particle 
batay. There are also verbs that are consistently used without aspect or focus marking, and thus may 
be labelled as “uninflectionable words”. 
 
These irregularities in the verbal morphology of Iraya seems to show a picture of a language in flux, 
especially when compared to earlier descriptions of the language’s morphological system. Possible 
factors which might have contributed to changes in the language will also be discussed. 
 
Continuity: The syntax and pragmatics of say and si in Bolinao   
 
John Venson P. Villareal 
 
This paper is a preliminary investigation of say and si in Bolinao, a Sambalic language in Western 
Pangasinan. It shows the syntactic functions and restrictions of say and si. Following Stone (2008) in 
his analysis of hay in Ayta Abellen, another Sambalic language, this paper shows that Bolinao 
resembles a similar marked topic slot. However, there is an additional topic marker in Bolinao which 
manifests a different pragmatic function which can be explained using definiteness. The analysis of 
these markers is based on Bolinao stories collected in the 1980’s by the Summer Institute of 
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Linguistics, and the translation of A Pilgrim’s Progress by John Bunyan (2001), elicitation materials, 
and stories told by informants.  
 
Cross-linguistic view of verbal morphology of select Philippine languages and 
implications to language instruction 
 
Mark De Chavez 
 
Linguistic description of verbal morphology of Philippine languages have accumulated in the past 
decades. The present study aims to describe the practice of language instruction for Philippine 
languages as a foreign or second language particularly in the subject of verb structure. It has surveyed 
language textbooks and analyzed how verb structure was presented and what descriptions were 
employed to convey the meaning of these constructions to non-native speakers with the aim of 
understanding the relationship between linguistic description and pedagogy. As observed in the 
survey, several factors have been identified as relevant to the type of representation of verbal 
morphology among the textbooks: the users of the material and the orientation of instruction. The 
textbooks written for specific organizations like the SIL and other language and translation institutes 
exhibited more nuanced explanations mentioning grammatical properties of inflection compared to 
textbooks written for general language users. Several approaches to the discussion of verbal 
morphology were also observed which include morpheme-based and word-based approaches.  
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University of Santo Tomas 
 
On Forensic Linguistics 
 
Convener: Alejandro S. Bernardo 
 
Investigative interviewing: Assessing the Questioning Strategies Employed to 
Children in Conflict with the Law 
 
Via Allison B. Del Rosario  
University of Santo Tomas 
 
Linguistic research is a valuable contribution to the legal proceedings and contested evidence. The 
investigative interview, as one salient feature of Forensic Linguistics (Gibbons, 2003; Heydon, 2005), 
constitutes a significant, yet largely unexplored area in the judicial process (Russell, 2002). As majority 
of criminal cases in the Philippines are often challenged by the plight to obtain an admissible evidence 
from children who are in conflict the law (CICL) (NAPOLCOM, 2009), and Forensic Linguistics being 
a relatively new field in the local setting, it would be of particular interest to pinpoint the questioning 
strategies heavily relied upon by law enforcement officers in the investigative process. This study 
aimed to examine the questioning strategies utilized by selected law enforcement officers in 
investigating the CICL. Specifically, it sought answers to the following questions: 1) What questioning 
strategies do law enforcement officers utilize in the investigative process? 2) How are the questioning 
strategies in the investigative interviews employed in relation to the four-phased structure of the 
cognitive interview genre? Using Shepherd’s (2007) Forms of Questions and Gibbons’ (2003) 
Cognitive Interview Framework, 15 transcripts of audio-recorded investigative interviews from 
selected law enforcement authorities in Manila and Quezon City were analyzed. Results yielded are 
expected to provide insights not only on how law enforcement officers should avoid suggestive, tag, 
or coercive questions, but also how they are going to interview the CICL.  This study is expected to 
further characterize investigative interviewing as an admissible evidence that will lead to a successful 
conclusion of investigation with the CICL. 
 
 
Exploring the Language of Evaluation in a Philippine Drug Trial 
 
Ina Francesca G. Deuna 
University of Santo Tomas 
 
Courtroom discourse relies heavily on interpersonal language in which attitudes and evaluations are 
regarded as essential elements. Likewise, in this type of discourse, evaluative meanings that are 
manifested in testimonial evidence and subjective judgments of witnesses on stand can be construed 
(Heffer, 2007). In effect, it is inevitable to form different judgments on witnesses based on stylistic 
grounds that would require the ability to distinguish testimonial evidence from subjective judgment. 
Given this point, this study analyzed the evaluative language employed in a Philippine drug trial. 
Particularly, it examined the evaluative lexes of one full case from the Manila Regional Trial Court, 
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Branch 13 by adopting the systematic-functional framework, particularly the appraisal system. This 
paper has validated that evaluative language is highly patterned and can be measured through lexical 
units.  The results of this study has further demonstrated that lawyers tend to use evaluative 
expressions focusing on the witness’ integrity and reliability to provide logical and coherent narratives 
in direct and cross examinations. On the other hand, it has been found that by omitting overt and 
personal expressions in his judgment, the judge’s adherence to the principle of neutrality is achieved. 
 
 
Scaling the Complexity of a Philippine Consumer-Finance Contract Through 
Reader-Based and Text-Based Measures 
 
Rachelle Ballesteros- Lintao 
University of Santo Tomas 
 
This study sought to determine how a group of target users’ evaluation of a Philippine consumer-
finance contract compares with the measured complexity of the document. Using a text 
computational tool, results of the analysis through the document’s computed values and 
substantiated by other readability computational tools employed reveal that the existing document 
can be understood by those within the range of the 11-CCR grade band. The complication arises 
since these measures do not correspond with the level of the participants, regarded to be way below 
the 11-CCR grade band, deemed to be only 8-10 US grade level. Conversely, the document is too 
difficult to be understood by the participants.  The low comprehensibility of the material as scaled 
by the participants owes to their deficient understanding of the document brought about by their 
lack of capability to grasp such obfuscated or complicated document.  This study has established that 
the use of a cognitively inspired text computational tool can be effective in validating the complexity 
of a reading material. Going beyond the difficulty of words and sentence length which traditional 
readability tools dwell on, cognitively-enthused readability tools like the coh-metrix allowed for 
examining the deeper dimensions of the text like referential cohesion, syntactic pattern and text 
easability. 
 
Lexico-Syntactical Features of Beauty Product Warnings in the Philippines 
 
Shielanie Soriano-Dacumos 
University of Santo Tomas 
University of Rizal System- Binangonan, Rizal 
 
In the Philippines, the increasing number of issues about beauty product hazards becomes an 
involuntary outrage since mass media exposed the tremors brought about by chemical contents in 
cosmetic items. Under certain circumstances, even if business owners designed and manufactured 
the products as vigilant and watchful as possible, consumers  remain to be threatened with  certain 
degree of risks associated with beauty product usage. 
 
The practicability and viability of upholding consumer safety are made possible as this paper examined 
the linguistic landscape of 45 beauty product warning texts in the Philippines. Employing a range of 
linguistics theories like signal words (Shuy, 2008), orders of nouns (Lakoff, 1987; Lyon, 1977), 
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synthetic personalization (Fairclough, 1989), tenor and field continuum (Halliday, 1985), attributive 
adjectives (2011), manner, temporal, and spatial adverbs are applied to determine the lexical features 
of warning messages. Applying the qualitative analysis, results disclosed that cautionary texts 
committed essential percentage on the usage of noun abstractness, synthetic personalization, field 
continuum, adjectives, and adverbs. Such investigation brought up the transparency of communicative 
features of safety texts. 
 
Moreover, conditional sentences and syntactic elements as to the utilization of declarative and 
imperative sentences were pinned down and elicited minimal forecasting of future events.  The end 
results display significant implications on the product liability law in the country and further bridge 
the consumers’ vital access to safety, hence bringing to light the authentic purpose of product warning 
texts in the mainstream of the Philippine market. 
 
 
The Impact of Interpreted Questions on the Strategic Uses of Courtroom 
Questions In Selected Philippine Criminal Cases 
 
Sabina Maria H. Mabutas 
University of Santo Tomas 
 
Language is an important factor in understanding how the legal system operates. Particularly, legal 
acts and judicial procedures mainly attribute their actuality to language. In order to ensure that judicial 
justice is served well, fairness and equality must be well-established within the entire system.  One 
of the manifestations of a fair dispensation of justice is the presence of court interpreters who 
eliminate language barriers, if there are any, during court proceedings. The influence of the 
interpreter’s rendition of courtroom questions to the credibility and competence of lawyers is not a 
widely discussed issue. This paper then was aimed to analyze the characteristics and accuracy of 
interpreted questions from an approximately three hours of audio-taped interpreter-mediated 
courtroom examinations in five criminal court proceedings. By using Woodbury’s (1984) courtroom-
based typology of questions, the researcher analyzed both the original and interpreted questions 
based on their characteristics. The points of comparison from such analysis have induced discussion 
about the accuracy of interpreted questions when compared to the original questions. The results 
reveal that there is no one-to-one correspondence between the percentages of English questions 
and Filipino versions of the same types. Findings also reveal that the alterations made by the 
interpreters were brought by their focus on the propositional content alone since they are unfamiliar 
to the different uses of question types in court. Thus, such unfamiliarity on forms makes them choose 
forms randomly. These interpreted questions were also analyzed based on their pragmatic functions 
specifically their level of control, and illocutionary force as detailed by Hale (2004). Further, this paper 
explored the impact of such questions on the strategic uses of lawyers’ questions in the cross-
examination process. Through quantitative and qualitative analyses, such influences were able to 
magnify the crucial role/s of court interpreters in a hearing or trial. 
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GRAMMAR & SYNTAX 
 
 
Sebuano neologisms in Facebook: A morpho-semantic analysis  
 
April Anne H. Lomoljo 
Sittie Farhani D. Macakiling 
farhanimacakiling@gmail.com 
  
 
 
Verb Phrase Architecture of Binukid Language  
 
Catherine Y. Tabequero  
evangelinecath@gmail.com    
 
 
 
Linguistic Unity in Diverse Orthographic Identity 
 
Francis Tom A. Paredes 
Sheila V. Paredes   
anhsfrancis@yahoo.com.ph  
 
Unity is impossible in a nation with diverse languages and cultures like Philippines. This has been debated for 
many years and Prof. Resty Cena questioned this notion during the 2014 Linguistics Society of the Philippines 
National Congress and General Meeting (LSP-NCGM). Sinultihan Yare Ameliorator Grammar Establisher 
Theory (SYAGET) claims that there is linguistic unity in Philippine languages. Using SYAGET, this study 
attempts to analyze the linguistic unity despite the diverse orthographic identity in some major Philippine 
languages. 
 
 The Tagalog word sagwan for paddle has six phonemic sounds which is bugsay in Binisaya which has 
the same number of sounds. They only differ in the ultima consonant sound which is naso-alveolar for tagalog 
and glottal approximant for Binisaya. 
 
Ex.: 
 
(1) Sagwan [sag.wan] 
(2) Bugsay [bug.saih] 
 
In (1) all phonemic sounds are written however in (2) glottal approximant [h] is not represented. The latter 
usually happens in words with diphthong as penultimate. This means that *s changes with *b, *a with *u, *w 
with *s, *a with *ay and *n with *h. This study humbly recommends linguistic unity in multilingual nation as 
easy bridge in learning L1 to L2, L3, so on. Further study in this aspect of Philippine languages is recommended. 
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Tagalog and Philippine English online newspaper headlines:  A contrastive 
study 
 
Hjalmar P. Hernandez  
hernandezhjalmar070@gmail.com 
 
Contrastive linguistics today is provided with accessibly virtual or online corpora that are worthy of linguistic 
exploration. Grounded on Quirk and Greenbaum’s (1990), Biber, Johansson, Leech, Conrad, and Finegan’s 
(1999), and Mardh’s (1980) newspaper headline frameworks, this study investigated the similarities and 
differences of two Philippine languages namely Tagalog and Philippine English used in online newspaper 
headlines. It sought to explore four linguistic topographies of headlines in the two languages: structure types, 
complexity, functions, and lexical features. Two hundred randomly selected online headlines drawn from 
online Philippine broadsheets and tabloids i.e. Manila Bulletin, Philippine Daily Inquirer, Abante, and Pilipino 
Star Ngayon, were analyzed. Consequently, the paper reports more similarities and few differences of the 
two languages, associated to various aspects of the nature of broadsheets and tabloids. Conclusion and 
pedagogical implications toward language teachers and L1 and L2 learners, for teaching journalistic writing, 
and toward newspaper readers were discussed. Finally, research trajectories by online print media have been 
recommended.     
 

Grammar in the Contemporary L2 Classroom: Teachers’ Beliefs and its 
Relationship with Teachers’ Grammar Competencies  
 
Jose Maria Dominique G. Coronel 
Enrico F. Rosales 
thisisprobablyjomacoronel@gmail.com  
 
Grammar competency in teachers had never been given a more thorough study in recent literature. While 
much has been assessed in students’ linguistic capabilities, more so in L2 classrooms, the teachers’ linguistic 
capabilities themselves had not yet been assessed in recent studies. This study aims to look into not only 
teachers’ grammar proficiency rates but also to look at the relationship between that proficiency and their 
beliefs on the place of grammar in their classrooms. An English proficiency test was administered to assess the 
teachers’ grammar proficiency, while another survey questionnaire was conducted to assess their beliefs on 
grammar competency. The results show that while teachers display an above-average grammar proficiency, it 
does not necessarily relate to their beliefs on grammar in their classrooms. Recommendations have also been 
included considering the findings of the study.  
 
Nose for News: Sniffing the Pungent and Perplexing Language in Philippine 
Broadsheet  
 
Luis Miguel P. Saludez  
luigi_saludez@yahoo.com 
 
This paper is an analysis of the errors in the news stories published in the Philippine broadsheet. Since 
newspaper is one of the potent tools in information delivery, it is crucial to scrutinize the contents of such 
medium as it might mislead readers or alter the propositional sense of the news report. One of perhaps the 
most fascinating attributes of news articles is its deliberate yet liberated use of language. Thus, news writers 
and copyeditors establish their own niche in the realm of mass communication. Though people just 
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peripherally notice how language in news creates ‘wonder’, they simply regard articles as pervasively attention-
getters based on the weight of the facts presented and its bankable human interest and immediacy. Yet, 
seldom do readers find the ‘element’ of humanity in news – that is being prone to errors. Errors found in the 
corpus analyzed are repetitive language, faulty pronoun-antecedent link, wrong lexical choice, 
anthropomorphism, unnecessary tense shift, unwarranted idiomatic expressions, incoherence, and problem in 
brevity. An intellectual report that is already construed by news writers and approved by the whole news staff 
may still be susceptible to errors and critical eyes of the readers. In the analyses made, the cases of errors 
range from redundancy and wrong choice of words to violation of effective news writing. News writers, 
therefore should be wary on considering holistic structure of news from accuracy in the selection of lexical 
repertoire to sentential and textual connection of ideas as these may affect the readers’ reception of the 
report. On the part of the readers, they must be aware of the conventions of news writing for them to 
appropriately gauge the veracity of the information presented in every news story. 
 
 
 
Learning Style Preferences and Their Relationship to Linguistic Competence 
in English  
 
Melanie Jimenez  
Ferdinand Tolentino  
Mallory Celine M. Pidlaoan  
melayjimenez@yahoo.com  
 
The immediate objective of this paper is to determine the relationship between learning styles, demographic 
profile of the respondents and their linguistic competence. Primarily, this research endeavor desires to find 
out how learning styles sway students’ learning absorption specifically of the English Subject. The learning 
theories and models that underpinned the study were the constructivists’ and cognitivists’ theory of learning. 
The Dunn and Dunn learning style model which has five key elements, namely, environmental emotional; 
physiological; psychological and sociological was used.    Communicative Competence model created by 
Celce-Murcia, Dornyei and Thurrel (1995) focusing on Syntax, Morphology and Orthography also supported 
the study. To gather the data needed, the researchers made a personally-drafted learning styles inventory and 
applied the descriptive correlational method to analyze the results. An analysis of this study yields that the 
over-all pre-dominant learning style preference of the respondents is Sociological preference. The 
Demographic profile of the student respondents as to age, birth-order, monthly-income, gender, ethno 
linguistic origin, and parents’ educational attainment also showed significant relationship to the elements of 
learning style preferences. Lastly, it was found that Syntax has no significant relationship towards Environmental, 
Emotional, Sociological and Physiological Preference but has a huge correlation to Psychological Preference. 
Morphology, however, has no significant relationship to all the learning style elements. As with Syntax, 
Orthography showed no significant to all the learning style elements but Psychological Preference. 
 

The structure of nominals and pronominals in Surigaonon language 
 
Myron T. Cubillan 
myron.cubillan@gmail.com 
 
This paper is a descriptive analysis of the structure of nominals and pronominals in Surigaonon language, an 
ethnic language spoken by people in northeastern and eastern part of Caraga Region, Philippines. Using 
responses from a modified lexical test as corpus, the study describes and analyzes structures of Surigaonon 
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nominals in terms of number, gender and morphological formation; and pronominals on the aspect of personal, 
possessives and deixis. It utilizes a structuralist theoretical framework in the analysis among the lexical items 
described. The findings of the study reveal that the structure of Surigaonon nominals and pronominals has 
close affinity to other Philippine languages, most evident in its kinship terms and titles and personal pronouns. 
Like Tagalog and Cebuano, a determiner mga before a head noun is used to encode plurality of nouns. 
However, Surigaonon shows distinct lexical and morphological properties in some of its derived nouns, 
possessives, and deictic expressions.  
 

Thematic trajectory of office memo: A systemic-functional linguistic 
perspective  
 
Richan S. Santiago 
Luis Miguel P. Saludez  
santiagorichan@yahoo.com  
  
Theme in the systemic functional linguistics is viewed as the point of departure of a certain utterance. But 
more than that, several studies have shown that theme occupies a central role for providing an avenue of 
interpreting not only the textual but also the interpersonal aspect of real-life communication. This analysis was 
opted to classify the typology of theme, categorize the clause system, subject, and markedness, and illustrate 
the prominently occurring extended thematic structure of the 15 office memoranda in the vantage point of 
systemic functional linguistics. Results show that the most common type of theme is topical only which is an 
obligatory aspect and textual and interpersonal are rarely occurring in memo released. There are dominant 
unmarked constructions in the memo realized by 64% in contrast to the marked sentences which are only 
36%. In terms of clause system, almost all of the sentences are only at clause level comprising of 82%. Clause 
complexing is realized only by 18% which are all hypotactic construction. Majority of the subject/theme 
belongs to the nominal group (64%) and the least is ellipsed subject (7%). The types of circumstantial adjunct 
in an extended theme is predominantly realized by 27% “cause for reason” and immediately after is “cause 
by purpose” making up 20%. Contingency (condition), angle and role contribute13% share each in the total 
number of written memo while 7% each for manner (means) as well as accompaniment. Thus, the derived 
data connotes that the communication stances done by the people concerned in writing the memo begins 
with justification and their targeted action from the recipients of the letter which shows how imposing the 
memo are. 
 
Linguistic Analysis on the Philippine Crime News Broadcasts  
 
William Mel C. Paglinawan 
will.i.am_21@mail.com 
 
This study analyzed the linguistic devices manifested in the corpus of crime news broadcasts and investigated 
the strategies employed by the Filipino Journalists in constructing the crime news. This study is descriptive-
qualitative in nature employing Linguistic Analysis (LA) framework, which brought the analysis to two (2) levels: 
analysis of the devices and on the strategies. The study gathered and transcripted twenty-five (25) mainstream 
crime news broadcasts from the different television channels in the Philippines from January 2015 to May 
2015. These corpora were analyzed using the lens of IR Galperin’s linguistic devices and van Dijk’s Socio-
Cognitive Model. 
Findings revealed that phonetic devices such as alliteration, cacophony, assonance, rhyme and onomatopoeia 
were present in the corpus; lexical devices like epithet, metonymy, epigram, pleonasm, personification, 
proverbs and zeugma; and, syntactical devices such as enumeration, gap-sentence-link, asyndeton, rhetorical 
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questions, antithesis, repetition and represented speech were mostly demonstrated and manifested in the 
sentences of the crime news broadcasts. Findings also revealed that the Filipino journalists influence opinion, 
mobilize actions and persuade people’s perception using strategies such as the use of figures and statistics 
strategy, metaphorization strategy, authoritarianism strategy, blame transfer strategy, dysphemism, positive-self 
and negative other strategies and source avoidance strategies.  

These linguistic devices function to institute the desired effect that the journalists intend for their 
audiences to obtain. Moreover, the insight and awareness gained through the utilization of linguistic analysis in 
analyzing strategies have assisted audiences to better appreciate, comprehend and discover the truth in news 
broadcasting. 
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LANGUAGE ACQUISITION 
 
Antas ng kabatiran sa W1 Tagalog-Bulacan ng BulSU Laboratory High school 
 
Leonora F. de Jesus  
lfdejesus020973@gmail.com 
 
Sinasalita ang Tagalog sa mga lalawigan ng Nueva Ecija, Batangas, Quezon, Cavite, Bulacan, Rizal, Laguna, Tarlac, 
Zambales, Marinduque, Bataan, Aurora, Mindoro at Palawan ( Bulaong, 2013). Ang Tagalog - Bulacan ay may  
halina sa mga gumagamit  nito at naiiba sa ibang mga Tagalog. Tinukoy ng pag-aaral na ito ang antas ng kabatiran 
ng mga mag-aaral, antas 10 ng BulSU Labhigh  sa Tagalog- Bulacan; inalam kung ang mga salitang likas na 
Tagalog ay kanila pa ring batid. Sangkot din sa pag-aaral na ito ang  mga posibleng salik sa hindi pagkabatid ng 
mga mag-aaral sa mga  salitang Tagalog. Matapos tukuyin ang mga salik, nag-isa- isa rin ng mga mungkahi mula 
sa mga mag-aaral, guro, samahan ng Filipino sa kolehiyo at direktor ng Sentro ng Wika sa Bulacan sa mga 
paraan upang mapataas ang antas ng kabatiran ng mga mag-aaral sa paggamit ng W1 Tagalog- Bulacan. Ginamit 
ang pamaraang deskriptiv at magkahalong kwantitativ at kwalitativ na metodo na kinabibilangan ng pagkolekta 
at pag-analisa ng mga datos. Ang mananaliksik ay bumuo ng pagsusulit  na sumukat  sa kabatiran ng mga mag-
aaral sa Tagalog- Bulacan. Ang dalawampu’t limang mga salita ay random na kinuha mula sa mga salita na nauna 
nang nasaliksik at nasuri ni Gng. Maria Bulaong (2013) samantalang ang isang set naman ng mga salita ay mula 
sa panayam sa mga matatanda gulang 70 pataas na gumagamit pa rin ng Tagalog – Bulacan.  
Nabatid sa pananaliksik na ito na maraming salitang Tagalog- Bulacan ang naririyan pa rin sa talaan subalit hindi 
na batid ng mga mag-aaral. Dahilan upang sabihin na ang antas-kabatiran sa Tagalog- Bulacan ng mga mag-
aaral ng BulSU Labhigh ay bagsak. Samakatuwid kung hindi bibigyang pansin ang paggamit nito, darating ang 
panahon na ang unang wika na maisasalin sa susunod na salinlahi ay pinaghalu-halong Tagalog lamang. Gayundin 
ang klase ng pagtuturo ng MTB-MLE sa antas K-3 sa Bulacan ay mababahiran ng kabalintunaan dahil ang wikang 
nababatid  ng tagalinang nito ay hindi na lantay na Tagalog- Bulacan. 
 
An Investigation on the Macrostructures in the Narratives of Young Bilingual 
Filipino-Chinese Learners 
 
Maria Angela V. Vargas 
vargas.mav@gmail.com 
 
In order to tell a story, one must possess narrative competence. Narrative competence is the ability to 
reconstruct stories in order to clarify it to oneself, or other people in social situations (van Oers, 2007). Using 
Shapiro & Hudson’s (1991) adaptation of Stein & Glenn’s (1979) Story Grammar, the study aims to investigate 
narratives of young bilingual learners, with a specific focus on the macrostructures they elicit in telling a story. 
A wordless story, adopted from the study of Shapiro & Hudson (1991), which are composed of six illustrated 
panels that tell a story without words, will be used to elicit narratives from the participants. The elements of 
the Story Grammar will then be identified. The results of the study coincide with that of Schacter & Craig 
(2013), Shapiro & Hudson (1991), Uccelli & Paez, (2007) and Munoz et al (2003), which suggest that young 
learners at this age are still in process of developing their schema of narrative and episodic components. Hence 
this implies that in order to improve learners’ narrative competence, children must not only listen to stories 
in the classroom, but to by active participants of the storytelling activity - they themselves must be given 
opportunities to tell stories. 
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Optimizing Technological Skills In Language Acquisition  
 
Ramir Philip Jones V. Sonsona  
ramphiljo@gmail.com    
 
The increasing complexity and multifaceted nature of contemporary society makes technological 
competencies a key to survival and advancement in today’s knowledge society. This paper investigates the 
employment and utilization of technology in an English language classroom and its significance to language 
acquisition. Descriptive research design was utilized in this study. And as such survey was employed as means 
in obtaining the needed data from the respondents who are tertiary students of a state owned institution. As 
part of the results, it was noted that technological skills became a useful tool in the language acquisition, for 
respondents claimed that they have useful effects in their studies and has also practical applications. This study 
has recommended that millenials of today should maximize technology in the form of edutainment, meaning 
education and entertainment also. Thus, optimizing their educational value should be placed supremacy in 
order to harness students’ language acquisition. 
 
 
Teaching Techniques of English Language Teachers in Selected Primary 
Schools in Pampanga 
 
Rose Anne Jade R. Bumanglag 
Marigold F. Martin 
Michael Norman M. Servo 
anne.bumanglagofficial@gmail.com    
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LANGUAGE & CULTURE 
 
The Stylistic Construction of a 19th-Century Novena Reader 
 
Cyril Belvis 
arieljay2000@gmail.com    
 
Filipino scholars have paid attention to colonial devotional literature as a productive area to examine strategies 
of containment and modes of resistance. For example, Mojares (1983) explores the contribution of 
hagiographic literature to the Filipino novel’s development. Ileto (1979) argues that the Pasyon provides 
revolutionaries with motifs and images to accommodate rebellion into their worldview. Devoting a chapter 
on a 17th-century handbook on preparation for holy death, Rafael (1988) suggests that religious practices 
assist in naturalising colonisation. To contribute to the serious scholarship on devotional literature, this paper 
examines Flores ni Maria Santisima, a popular 19th-century novena written by the Augustinian Raimundo 
Lozano in traditional Hiligaynon. Unlike previous studies, the paper uses concepts from sociolinguistics to 
describe the stylistic construction of the novena’s implied reader. The following steps have been followed: (1) 
a word-for-word translation of an excerpt; (2) enumeration of the words’ marked features; (3) free translation 
of the excerpt; and (4) analysis of the data. The study concludes that (a) the pananglit (story) follows Labov 
and Waletzky’s (1997) model of natural narrative; (b) transitivity (Halliday 1971) illustrates how Lozano 
encodes a mental picture of reality for the reader; (c) face-threatening acts (Brown and Levinson 1987) are 
prevalent through direct address; and (d) novena reading is a gendered practice (Mills 1995). The stylistic 
profile of Flores may serve as prototype for further studies on devotional literature.  
 
Emerging Trends in Discourse Styles of Filipino Students in Chatting  
 
Dahlia Romero Domingo  
msdrdomingo@gmail.com    
 
This article is an internet linguistic analysis, particularly of chat practices of students in a selected university in 
the Philippines. Chat is the system by which participants  on line  can talk to each other. Chat messages 
received are shown near the bottom left corner of the screen. The language usage on-line is popularly called 
Computer Mediated Discourse (CMD).  The analysis has investigated a corpus of synchronized talks that are 
excerpts from log files of participants .These verbal exchanges are extracts from the yahoo messenger linked 
to Facebook. Chat activity samples serve as texts to see the emerging discourse styles and strategies of young 
people in their negotiation of meanings using social media. The pragmatic  investigation is guided by theories 
of speech acts, discourse structure analysis and conversational analysis. Interesting results are the features of 
chat conversation, wherein there is presence of language play, informality and freedom from prescriptive 
grammar, humor and accommodation and the role of emoticons within the chat conversation. 
 
The Pragmatic Roles of Emoticons : Tracking  An Emerging Internet Genre  
 
Dahlia Romero Domingo  
dahliaromerodmng50@gmail.com    
 
This research investigates internet chats focusing on the pragmatic roles of   emoticons to express feelings 
and attitudes during synchronized chats The study utilized  a pragmatic, micro-analytic procedure to 64 
computer print outs that are log files from Facebook chat connected with the yahoo messenger. The study  
describes how the different smileys,  frownies, and  poster pictures contributes to the written verbal discourse 
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of students.  The pragmatic investigation include  emotive and relational meaning of emoticons as used in an 
internet discourse. Aside from the expression of affect, emoticons have been found to fulfill various functions, 
such as disambiguating the message, regulating the interaction, and strengthening the message content. The 
study has proven too that emoticon users were perceived as more “socially present” dynamic, friendlier,  and 
talkative. 
 
Word Formation Process of the Kamayo Language 
 
Erwin R. Bucjan 
Mardie E. Bucjan 
bucjan789@yahoo.com  
mardie_bucjan@yahoo.com.ph  
 
The fear of disappearance of the minority languages such as of the Kamayo language in Surigao del Sur can 
be an interesting inquiry.  The researcher’s eagerness to analyze the language of Kamayo which is in danger of 
extinction is therefore deem significant in the preservation of such language; hence, this study is conceptualized. 
The study aims to analyze the word formation of the Kamayo language using the framework of morphological 
aspects of the language. The study specifically focuses on describing the word formation process of the 
Kamayo language in terms of content words: (1) nominal (2) verbs, (3) adjectives and (4) adverbs. This is a 
qualitative type of research which utilized a purposive sampling and conducted interview in gathering the data. 
An interview guide questions were asked based on the beliefs and traditions in the life cycle of human. Thus, 
the criteria were set in choosing the  key informants. It was found in this study that there were eight word 
formation processes in a Kamayo language, namely: blending, borrowing, coinage, clipping, inflection, 
reduplication, acronym and compounding. The study further revealed that inflection is the most common 
word formation process found in the Kamayo language. On the other hand, the result clearly implies that 
language is dynamic and it continues to develop and to change in this effect the danger of losing its identity is 
at stake.  
 
Baybayin 
Jose Jaime R. Enage 
jayenage@gmail.com 
 
 
 
Uses of Semiotics in Pinoy Popular Heavy Metal Music  
Lawdenmarc Decamora 
lawdenmarc0806@yahoo.com 
 
This paper concentrates on the “hebigat” sounds of the 90s, thus the term heavy metal, with particular 
emphasis on the music of Wolfgang as a culture industry of maleness romanticized through the object-
oriented negative dialectics, as well as characterizes the iconographic representations of Pinoy heavy metal 
culture as a symbolic capital underscoring the realities of Pinoy rock in general. The critical assumption allowing 
heavy metal music to tend toward a classed and gendered soundscape, is most definitely and fashionably 
articulated by Adorno’s elitist underpinning of “serious music”. Hence, this study aims to explain the socio-
cultural relevance of heavy metal as an extraordinary tour de force in achieving power from, or broadening 
popularity within, familiar music semiospheres such as concerts, print magazines, album covers, and broadcast 
media (most notably the defunct rock station NU 107). Since the Adorno-esque précis of culture industry 
being at the helm of all functions of art, this study otherwise supports that heavy metal is unlikely to achieve 
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a counterpoise between standardization and autonomy, largely because it is solely relying on “craft-production” 
activities and therefore unabashedly categorized as marginalized in relation to discourses on rock, although 
successful within the expanse of the rock spectacle.  
                 
What’s on your mind: The Facebook status of online personalities of college 
students 
 
Lenis Aislinn C. Separa 
lenisaislinn@yahoo.com 
 
Since it is a known fact that the young generation is hooked to a variety of gadgets together with internet 
connectivity, social media has been an everyday part of their lives. Posting of both verbal and non-verbal 
messages in their own profile pages becomes now an integral means of self-expression in the cyber community 
worldwide.  This phenomenon of being able to express themselves through writing their statuses and even 
sharing graphics and pictures mirror how a group of individuals uses language in communicating with other 
people. But what is alarming in this new media is that no matter how individuals carefully choose words to 
best describe their thoughts, some people may view them differently and have other meanings on it as pointed 
out by Finegan et. al. (1989). Aside from investigating the emerging personalities of Facebook users in the 
Philippines, this study aims to know the different structural and functional use of language as suggested in the 
posts of the college students included in the study. Facebook profiles of 150 college students were included 
in the sample as basis for analyzing trends and patterns in the online communication patterns of the youth 
today. 
 
Redefinition of Salita ng Taon: Implication to its socio-political significance 
among language pedagogical practitioners 
 
Luis Miguel P. Saludez 
Jake Arman A. Principe 
luigi_saludez@yahoo.com 
 
The emergence of diverse lexicons attests to the dynamism and vitality of the Filipino language and its osmosis 
to the roster of World Englishes. Salita ng Taon as a linguistic quest of socio-politically relevant words is indeed 
a viable platform to intellectualizing Filipino and edifying Philippine English. However, despite the winning 
salita’s rise to the search, it had been used by many to mean differently depending on their context. Hence, 
this study is an attempt to investigate not only the word formation processes based on the two-fold categories 
lent credence from Yule’s (2009) word-formation processes, and Zorc and San Miguel’s (2000) Tagalog slang, 
but also analyze how pre-service teachers and language instructors’ redefine the winning entries. Results 
revealed that the common characteristics and innovations of the words are coinage particularly eponym (e.g. 
Ondoy, Filipinas) and neologism (jejemon, wangwang), borrowing (canvass, t-back, botox), and clipping (endo, 
roro and tarpo) from the social terms and practices, political, and transportation and communication domains. 
The dominantly redefined words are canvass, pagpag, and Ondoy which result from respondents’ 
morphological misanalysis and wrong associations. Participants found entries such as ukay-ukay, tsugi, chika, 
jueteng, selfie and miskol among others as very familiar while korkor, endo, and Filipinas difficult to define. 
Despite the winning instances of words such as botox, jejemon, ondoy, korkor, wang-wang, level up, pagpag, 
endo, and Filipinas, they remain unofficially entered in international and Philippine dictionaries waiting for 
legitimization. It could be concluded that the lexical users based their perspective and use of the words from 
their immediate relevance in the social context and knowledge of political issues. Thus, it is recommended 
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that the merits of the Salita ng Taon be based not only from the currency of use but also from the pervasive 
social significance of the words. 
 
Agama and Adat: Language, Customs and Traditions of the Migrant Maranaw 
in Sorsogon City 
 
Michael John Aytona Jamora 
mjjamora1976@gmail.com 
 
A long-term ethnographic study describing the language and culture of the Muslim Maranaw of Sorsogon City, 
this focused on their livelihood, language learning, traditional practices and challenges they encountered in the 
community. 

Social immersion, participant observation and unstructured interview were extensively used 
throughout the duration of this on-going study. An etic/outsider perspective was initially assumed, gradually 
shifting to emic/insider as the study progressed. Observations and insights were documented in field 
notes/journals, and photographs.  To be as close as possible to the participants to investigate their customs 
and to provide contextualized interpretations, an epistemological constructivist assumption was adopted. 
Triangulation using diverse methods and sources was applied to ensure the reliability of information collected 
in the field. This “rich data”/“thick description” was then organized as thematic narrative.  

The study revealed the Maranaw’s strong faith in Islam and attachment to the rich culture they 
conveyed from their native Lanao. These were evidently interwoven in the language and customs they 
adhered to and taught to their children who were born and raised here. In this crucial period of socioeconomic 
integration with the ASEAN and the pursuit for peace and prosperity in Mindanao, we have to learn about 
our neighbors in the microcosm of our communities before we endeavor to understand the cultural diversity 
of the world." 
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LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 

 
Proficient L2 Readers Vocabulary Processing Strategies of content Area 
Texts 
 
Louiegrace G. Margallo 
louiegracegarcia.margallo@yahoo.com 
 
 
 
Reinforcing English Oral Proficiency through the Exposure of Elocutions 
 
Marvin F. Pableo  
Grace B. Gimena  
Romeo G. Pableo 
Antonieta V. Minyamin 
magentaben@gmail.com  
 
This study used descriptive research in evaluating the oral proficiency of the 20 freshmen Bachelor in 
Secondary Education in Cebu Technological University – Moalboal Campus for the first semester of the 
Academic Year 2013 – 2014. It was found out that the highest age of the respondents was 22 and the 
respondents were mostly 16 of age. Most respondents were female covering 75.00 percent of the 
respondents. The most available printed materials at home: English newspaper, English magazine and 
books/drama/novels, were Sun Star Cebu, Reader’s Digest and Romeo and Juliet. The highest English language-
based movies watched were Titanic and Little Mermaid; Spongebob was for television show. English songs 
listened was “Just the Way You Are”. The language spoken at home was Cebuano-Visayan. Speech and verse 
choirs were the highest English language elocutions experienced. The average oral proficiency level of 
respondents was somewhat proficient indicating significant patterns of grammatical error interfering 
understanding, vocabulary was repetitive and/or inappropriate that led to misunderstanding, ideas were 
oftentimes uncertain interfering other ideas, and significant cues of nervousness oftentimes dominated the 
performance. The study revealed that the availability of printed materials at home and English language-based 
songs listened were not significantly related to oral proficiency while gender, English television shows, language 
spoken at home and, especially, the nature of English language elocution participated were found to be. This 
study concluded that oral proficiency – grammar usage, diction, thought organization, vocal delivery, and bodily 
movements – can be boosted with appropriate activities involving actual speaking engagements. Thus, 
enhancement activities were proposed. 
 
Emergent literacy skills of children with special learning needs 
 
Merry Pearl F. Rupinta 
merrypearl143@gmail.com 
 
This study explored on the relationship between the emergent literacy skills of children with special learning 
needs and the intervention activities provided by SPED teachers in school and parents at home at Ozamiz 
City Central School – Special Education (SPED) Center for school year 2015-2016. This employed an 
associational/correlational design, making use of a researcher-made questionnaire, adapted and modified rubric, 
interview and class observation. The participants of the study were 31 children with special learning needs, 
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three SPED teachers and 18 parents. Findings of the study revealed that generally, the emergent literacy skills 
of children with special learning needs belong in a beginning level. Moreover, it was found out that SPED 
teachers and parents frequently reinforce the emergent literacy skills of children with special learning needs in 
school and at home. However, further analysis revealed there was no significant relationship between the 
level of emergent literacy skills of children with special needs and the intervention activities conducted in the 
school and at home literacy environment. 
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PEDAGOGY, TEACHING, & LEARNING 
 
How to Tell Time Tenselessly with the Voice of the Verb  
 
Abee M. Eijansantos 
abee.eijansantos@one.uz.edu.ph 
 
The pre-verbal markers in Chabacano, the voicing systems interconnected with case markings in Filipino and 
Chabacano, the tense-aspect system of English and the aspect system of Chabacano are all compared for 
pedagogical implications. This study aims to provide a basis for the teaching and learning of the L2 Filipino and 
L2 English for L1 Chabacano learners of the foregoing and claims that according to the findings, error are 
generated because of the structural differences of the three foregoing languages.  This paper is a qualitative-
descriptive paper with a touch of linguistic research relying on translation analysis. This paper asserts that the 
preverbal aspectual markers are different for uninflected Spanish-originated verbs and other verbs. 
Furthermore, the differences in the marking systems of Filipino and Chabacano, and the tense-aspect system 
of English and the aspect system of Chabacano all have relevance to the learning of the L2 Filipino and L2 
English. It is concluded that in the learning of the second languages, there are constraints to take into account. 
 
Denying hijra identity by reinforcing dominant language ideologies  
 
Arpita Kanjilal 
University of Hyderabad, India  
arpiuoh@gmail.com 
 
This paper explores narratives of discrimination and exclusion faced by students in classroom settings who 
did not conform to gender binary and language ideologies that stem from it. This research setting is limited to 
students who asserted their hijra identity during schooling or later in life. Hijras’ experiences of marginalization 
explain how linguistic routines and stereotypes get enforced through curricula, teaching methods and 
interactions, creating gender exclusive spaces that deny access to Hijras in classrooms.The procedures used 
to collect data were LeCompte and Preissle’s (1993) life history interview method, Patton’s (1980) 
standardized open-ended interview method and field notes from my PhD research. Besides, I met professors 
at Centre for English Language Education at University of Hyderabad to  understand the methods introduced 
for language teaching to ensure equal access to Hijras. The data revealed that students were subjected to 
bullying and name-calling, the underpinnings of which are embedded in dominant language ideologies 
perpetuated through language teaching and learning. The curricula and dictionaries referred to by students 
maintained the concept of gender binary, assigned gender roles and gender binary language. It did not include 
descriptions of concepts such as gender and sexuality or insights from Hijras in course materials. The teachers 
did not discuss about how language use both at grammatical and discourse level indices gender/sexual 
identities.  Discussions on social constructions of  language ideologies were not part of language learning 
sessions. This reflected on teachers’ acts of misgendering students who did not conform to the gender binary. 
To sum up, the purpose of this study is to highlight the urgent need for incorporating Hijras’ perspectives in 
devising curriculum content and teaching methods that will enable classroom interactions and language 
learning without discrimination based on gender/sexual identities. 
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Rhetorical structure of research articles in Philippine English 
 
Arsenia A. Abuel 
Felixberto M. Mercado 
Claudia Odette Y. Ayala 
Amelita O. Balagtas 
Benilda N. Villenas 
arsenia.abuel@yahoo.com  
 
The study deals on the examination of introduction, method, result and discussion (IMRD) sections of research 
articles in   science, technology, engineering, agriculture and mathematics (STEAM) which are written and 
prepared by non-native speakers (NNS) of English particularly the Filipino professionals. Specifically, it 
identified the rhetorical structures of research articles published   in Philippine journals in STEAM. The corpus 
consisted of fifty (50) RAs drawn from a wide range of refereed journals in five discourse communities.  The 
rhetorical structure of research   articles was explored via genre analysis. The corpus of research articles (RAs)   
was analyzed following Swales’ framework (1990 &2004), Kanoksilapatham ( 2005), Peacock ( 2011) and 
Yang and Allison’s ( 2003) model  to segment the IMRD structures   into sub-units called ‘moves’ and ‘steps,’ 
respectively, according to their communicative functions.. Based on the findings, two- level rhetorical structures 
(moves and steps) of 18 distinct moves: three moves for the Introduction section, four for the Methods 
section, four for the Results section, and seven for the Discussion section characterized research articles (RAs) 
published in Philippine journals in STEAM. This study provides   a basic yet comprehensive and typical model 
of rhetorical structure for organizing research articles in science, technology, engineering, agriculture and 
mathematics (STEAM). The proposed model is particularly useful to native and non-native speakers of English  
not only allowing them to better understand published research articles but also facilitating the process of 
writing research articles for publication. The results have pedagogical implications for ESP/EAP practitioners 
and course designers as well as material developers in education. Likewise generic competence will enable 
learners and Filipino writers to gain understanding of the practices and conventions of particular 
communicative tasks embedded within academic and professional discourses. The notion of conforming to 
the norms and conventions laid down   by the discourse community can be used as means of marshalling 
ideas into an appropriately ordered text and can be presented in the classroom to raise learner’s 
consciousness of discipline specific genre writing  skills. 
 
TBLT based authentic investigative reading prompts 
 
Benedict C. Totanes 
totanesbenz@gmail.com    
 
The present article magnifies the role of task-based language teaching as a powerful instructional foundational 
variant in teaching reading. The instructional material is inductive in nature, for it gives students real-life learning 
experience through investigative task. One of the aims of the reading prompts is to give students ample time 
to use the target language for functional purposes. In this approach, learners are to confront with various tasks 
that are performed outside the classroom premise. Thus, the principles of ‘task based language teaching’ (TBLT) 
requires the complex interplay of phonological, morphogrammatical, semantic, sociopragmatic, and other 
aspects of language (Branden, 2007). The nature of the tasks to be given to the learners in this instructional 
material is investigative and interactive. The research paper aims to: develop an authentic instructional material 
that provides the students investigation-related tasks enhancing the study skills; modify the reading task into 
more engaging, innovative, relevant and collaborative thematic activity; and, provide real-life set of reading 
prompts as alternative teaching tool for a heterogeneous class.  It is then so important to modify the teaching 
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styles to make learners appreciate reading. Rather than giving the learners bulky selections or articles, fun-filled 
reading activities are good options to make them appreciate it. 
 
Picto-textual glosses on second language incidental vocabulary learning  
 
Bernadeth G. Pascual  
detchay_12@yahoo.com    
 
Cognizant of the students’ inadequate vocabulary and unsatisfactory language proficiency, this study was 
conducted to investigate the effectiveness of picto-textual glosses on second language incidental vocabulary 
learning. It involved 217 Grade 9 Anglo-American Literature students of Maligaya High School, Quezon City, 
in SY 2015-2016. The subjects were randomly selected  and assigned to the experimental and the control 
groups. The experimental group was given the treatment by having them read a picto-textually glossed 
narrative text and answer different comprehension tasks while the control group did not receive any treatment. 
Afterwards, both the experimental and the control groups were given a posttest on incidental vocabulary 
learning. The findings of this study revealed that the experimental group outperformed the control group in 
the posttest in incidental vocabulary learning. This study corroborated Krashen’s idea that it is possible to gain 
vocabulary knowledge through reading. It also supports Schmidt’s Noticing Theory which states that as 
learners notice the glosses, they become intake for learning. In addition, the concept that information coded 
verbally (textually) and nonverbally (pictorially) is more effective than information encoded singularly – Dual 
Coding Theory – is proved by this study. Thus, it is recommended that textbooks, modules, and other learning 
materials be provided with picto-textual glosses. 
 
Grammatical and sentential mishaps in descriptive writing composition: In 
contrastive analysis hypothesis  
 
Christian J. Bables 
Luis Miguel P. Saludez   
sirbables03@gmail.com  
  
 
This textual analysis is a look at the commonly committed errors of students in descriptive compositions. 
Instead of focusing on how learners write a topic sentence or deciding when to use objective and subjective 
description, this probe only dealt with the analysis of both grammatical and syntactic structures of the 
compositions. Subjecting 30 compositions for analysis, it was revealed that students’ errors are attributed 
more to the subject-verb agreement and run on sentences. The occurrence of errors in students writing is 
due to difficulties in certain language areas. Other errors are omission of singular inflection, omission of copula 
be, wrong form of copula be, substitution of pronoun “I” to Tagalog copula “ay”, pronoun antecedent 
agreement, wrong form of the third person singular pronoun, shift of pronoun, overgeneralization of “ang” 
pronoun to article “the”, overgeneralization of the pronoun “you”, interchangeably using the prepositions, 
omission of the article “the”, erroneous form of indefinite articles, and omission of articles. The result of the 
investigation could be a basis for the teacher and the curriculum planners to know the areas where most 
learners have difficulties in the target language. It may also help the teacher to think of strategies that make 
writing easier and enjoyable and suitable to the written language proficiency of learners. Furthermore, it could 
make the teacher aware of the learner’s problem and provide possible cure to the particular complexity. It is 
also a very useful for learners to find out their needs at particular stage of language learning so as to minimize 
errors and discover and learn by heart relevant rules for greater improvement. 
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The Attitudes of Alternative Learning System Learners toward English 
Language Learning 
 
Jane Charity A. Estrada 
estrada.janecharity@gmail.com 
 
This study was conducted to investigate the Alternative Learning System (ALS) learners’ attitudes toward 
English language learning (ELL) in terms of the behavioral, cognitive and emotional aspects. This also aimed to 
explore whether there is any significant difference in the learners’ attitudes towards learning the English 
language based on their profiles such as age, gender, and year level. Twenty – three learners enrolled in the 
ALS Program of Brgy. Tinago, Ozamiz City answered a survey – questionnaire, a checklist and an assessment 
questionnaire as measuring instruments. Generally, the results showed that the participants have positive 
attitude toward English language learning and that there were significant differences in the learners’ attitudes 
towards learning English language based on their gender, year level, but not on their age.  
 
The Use of SMART Strategy to Improve the Reading Skill of ESL students 
 
Jasper Balbiran Angeles  
angelesjasperb@gmail.com 
 
With the plummeting reading performance of Grade 8 students in Sitero Francisco Memorial National High 
School as supported by its quarterly reading assessment program, it is timely to conduct a study on the use 
of a recognized reading strategy to improve the reading skill of students.  According to Buehl (2001), success 
in reading depends on the ability of the students to monitor themselves. Self-monitoring as a key component 
of Self-monitoring Approach to Reading and Thinking (SMART) Strategy is therefore relevant for the current 
situation. With this premise in mind, the researcher chose SMART as basis for the intervention joined by 
twenty Grade 8 students under the struggling reader category. Similarly, the control group was composed of 
twenty Grade 8 students under same category who attended regular classes which feature traditional way of 
teaching reading. The results showed that the use of SMART Strategy in teaching reading improved the reading 
skill of the experimental group. Specifically, the outcome of the study confirmed that there is a significant 
difference in the pretest-posttest of the experimental group after the intervention. On the other hand, it 
showed that there is no significant difference in the pretest-posttest of the control group even after the regular 
English class. Furthermore, a significant difference was observed in the posttest scores of the control and 
experimental group. 
 
A quasi-experimental analysis on the effect of the type of written corrective 
feedback to students’ self-efficacy  
 
John Christopher D. Castillo 
Jhoanne Mae C. Toriaga   
jcdcastillo@mapua.edu.ph  
  
 
A considerable amount of research has been dedicated to written corrective feedback, however, less if hardly 
anything at all had been written about its influence to self-efficacy in writing. Using different conceptual 
assumptions related to the variables of interest, this quasi-experimental study investigated the role of written 
corrective feedback to self-efficacy in English writing among Filipino ESL students  (N=150) in Manila. They 
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were divided equally into three groups (two experimental and one control), and given three different 
treatments: direct feedback for the first group, indirect feedback for the second group, and no treatment for 
the last group. Analysis of variance was used to compare the difference between groups. Results found that 
the type of corrective feedback affects the self-efficacy of college students in English writing. This is in line with 
the study of Hosseiny (2014) which states that indirect corrective feedback on error enables learners to 
improve accuracy in their writing, and challenges other related studies (Fazio, 2001; Truscott & Hsu, 2008) 
which found otherwise. Implications for the teaching of writing are also discussed. 
 
Constructive Alignment of MTB MLE Language Policy Implementation to the 
Classroom Practices in a Grade Three Classroom 
 
Jubelle Dianne S. Mendez 
Hyra Dave P. Gempeso  
bellemendez96@yahoo.com  
 
 
The current language policy in the educational system of the Philippines which is the Mother Tongue-Based 
Multilingual Education (MTB MLE) has been facing several issues since its implementation. For instance, the 
challenges on how to implement it such that it is aligned with the desired mother tongue approach (Eslit, 
2014) and the challenge imposed by Lartec (2014) to the Department of Education to initiate a mechanism 
by which the teachers’ innovative strategies and problems are assessed, monitored and evaluated. Given that 
there are growing concerns as well as ongoing development with the curriculum since its implementation four 
years ago, it is essential to know the status quo of MTB MLE and whether the policy is aligned to its 
implementation in the classrooms. The study will address this gap and examine the classroom practices and 
the learning materials used by the teachers in a grade three level classroom during the third quarter period if 
it is constructively aligned to the MTB MLE policy and its curriculum outcomes. The researchers use the theory 
of Constructive Alignment which is defined by John Biggs (2003) as an approach to curriculum design that 
optimizes the condition of quality learning. Through this theory, the study aims to answer the following 
research questions: 
(1) How is MTB MLE policy implemented in a grade three level classroom specifically as 
1.1 a subject area, examining coherence of; 
1.1.1 teaching and learning activities, and 
1.1.2 assessment criteria 
1.2 medium of instruction 
(2) What alignment issues are observed in the classroom policy implementation? 
(3) What are the implications of the alignment issues to the successful implementation of the language policy? 
 
English needs analysis of professional nurses 
 
Julerita Alday Babao 
Retchie A. Macalalad 
Edwin Laig Cubero 
Berlyn Camarillo 
alday_julie10@yahoo.com.ph 
retchiea.macalalad@yahoo.com.ph  
 
This study explores the language need of professional nurses. With several factors considered such as demand 
for nurses abroad and the growing importance of the good command of English language in any workplace, 
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the researchers were prompted to conduct a needs analysis among professional nurses in selected hospitals, 
which results may serve as strong basis for an English for Specific Purposes (ESP) course for nurses. In order 
to obtain reliable results, the researchers utilized the triangulation method. The result reveals that nurse 
respondents rated speaking as the skill they excel least. Since speaking is considered to be a key tool among 
individuals in the delivery of health care services, nurses affirm that they need to learn English so they can talk 
with foreign patients with ease and address their concerns. This result is corroborated by the findings with 
regard to contact situations which require them to use English. The findings show that giving patients advice 
and administering medications top the lists of situations they use English more. Given the opportunity to learn 
English courses, the respondents prefer the use of group activity which they believe is the easiest. Upon 
knowing the language needs and wants of the nurses through needs analysis, ESP practitioners and researchers 
themselves can decide on the activities and learning materials to use. 
 
Reading skills needs analysis: A prologue to program design and instructional 
materials development  
 
Leonard David M. Espiritu 
leonard_espiritu@dlsu.edu.ph    
 
Reading in itself is one form of communication - a way of connecting with the text and its writer - which then 
results in fluency of grasping the intended meaning of the writer (Alyousef, 2006). Hence, more than merely 
a language skill, reading is a life skill which enables people to understand meanings presented in written form. 
The recent study explores the learners’ view of themselves as readers as well as their ability to notice 
relationships and organization of ideas in a text. Moreover, the conduct of the study serves the purpose of 
exploring further reading skills which the learners need to fully comprehend the text they are faced with. Data 
were gathered through a review of the necessary documents, a questionnaire adapted from Naidu, Briewin 
& Embi (2013), and a focus group discussion. The results show that a plurality of the learners sees themselves 
as average readers and that their awareness on the connection between and among ideas is not always 
heightened. As well, the study found out the students’ perceived necessary reading skills, with scanning on top 
of the list. The findings suggest that it is an imperative for teachers to explicitly raise students’ awareness on 
the relationship and organization of ideas in a text through teaching them to use graphic organizers. 
Furthermore, it is expected that a reading program and a set of instructional materials will be developed in 
response to this needs analysis. 
 
Strategy Instruction for Improving Comprehension of the High School 
Students  
 
Maribel V. Belleza  
maribel_vergel@yahoo.com    
 
This descriptive research identified the reading difficulties and the frequently used language learning strategies 
of the high school students towards the development of the Strategy Instruction as reflected in the learning 
plan to enhance the reading comprehension level of the students. 
 
The researcher used the SILL (Strategy Inventory for Language Learning) by Rebecca Oxford (1989) to 
determine frequency of use of strategies by the students, first trimester periodical exam and teacher’s 
classroom observation to identify the reading difficulties of the students, and Metropolitan Achievement Test 
(MAT) to identify the reading comprehension level of the students before and after the integration of Strategy 
Instruction (SI).  
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Results show that the reading difficulties that were identified through the trimestral examination fell under the 
following categories: vocabulary, noting details, making conclusion, giving personal point of view, and lesson 
formation. The following student behavior were manifested during the Reading class based on teacher 
observation: a) Students were passive during the comprehension check-up; failed to respond to questions 
despite repeated paraphrasing; had difficulty in giving their point of view on certain issues; were unable to 
organize their thoughts and tended to answer in phrases; b) Students spent much time in reading a selection 
and in answering comprehension questions; c) They would stop reading when they had difficulty 
understanding a selection; and d) Some of them fell asleep when given a reading task. They lacked interest in 
reading. Based on the pre-test MAT result, the comprehension level of the students largely weight on the 
Remedial Level which is equivalent to 56% of the respondents.  
 
Findings show that percentages of strategy use changed after the integration of SI. Results of the SILL survey 
indicated that there was an increase in the percentage of “High” users and a decrease in the percentage of 
“Medium” users. This is interpreted to mean that the subjects have become better strategy users. Moreover, 
there is a significant increase in the comprehension level of the students. The post test results of MAT showed 
a positive change in the comprehension level of the students in Reading, 8% of the respondents categorized 
as PHS (Post High School), 44% in Advance Level, 12% in their respective level. This gain may be attributed 
to SI where the students were taught how make use of specific cognitive and metacognitive strategies. 
Therefore, Strategy Instruction effectively addressed the comprehension difficulties of the subjects of the study 
based on the rise in the scores on both the written test and the frequency of strategies used in the cognitive 
and metacognitive domains and Strategy instruction should stem from defined needs which can be addressed 
properly. 
 
This descriptive research identified the reading difficulties and the frequently used language learning strategies 
of the high school students towards the development of the Strategy Instruction as reflected in the learning 
plan to enhance the reading comprehension level of the students. 
The researcher used the SILL (Strategy Inventory for Language Learning) by Rebecca Oxford (1989) to 
determine frequency of use of strategies by the students, first trimester periodical exam and teacher’s 
classroom observation to identify the reading difficulties of the students, and Metropolitan Achievement Test 
(MAT) to identify the reading comprehension level of the students before and after the integration of Strategy 
Instruction (SI).  
 
Results show that the reading difficulties that were identified through the trimestral examination fell under the 
following categories: vocabulary, noting details, making conclusion, giving personal point of view, and lesson 
formation. The following student behavior were manifested during the Reading class based on teacher 
observation: a) Students were passive during the comprehension check-up; failed to respond to questions 
despite repeated paraphrasing; had difficulty in giving their point of view on certain issues; were unable to 
organize their thoughts and tended to answer in phrases; b) Students spent much time in reading a selection 
and in answering comprehension questions; c) They would stop reading when they had difficulty 
understanding a selection; and d) Some of them fell asleep when given a reading task. They lacked interest in 
reading. Based on the pre-test MAT result, the comprehension level of the students largely weight on the 
Remedial Level which is equivalent to 56% of the respondents.  
 
Findings show that percentages of strategy use changed after the integration of SI. Results of the SILL survey 
indicated that there was an increase in the percentage of “High” users and a decrease in the percentage of 
“Medium” users. This is interpreted to mean that the subjects have become better strategy users. Moreover, 
there is a significant increase in the comprehension level of the students. The post test results of MAT showed 
a positive change in the comprehension level of the students in Reading, 8% of the respondents categorized 
as PHS (Post High School), 44% in Advance Level, 12% in their respective level. This gain may be attributed 
to SI where the students were taught how make use of specific cognitive and metacognitive strategies. 
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Therefore, Strategy Instruction effectively addressed the comprehension difficulties of the subjects of the study 
based on the rise in the scores on both the written test and the frequency of strategies used in the cognitive 
and metacognitive domains and Strategy instruction should stem from defined needs which can be addressed 
properly. 
 
Foreign Language Classroom and Reading Anxieties among Korean Students 
of Far Eastern University, Manila, Philippines  
 
Nicky C. Cardenas  
nccardenas@up.edu.ph    
 
 
 
Congruence of the University English courses in communicative skills 
acquisition  
 
Priscilla Mizpah P. Santillana 
Augusto C. Africa  
 
priscillamizpah.santillana@ub.edu.ph 
agot.africa@ub.edu.ph     
 
This study aims to evaluate the English courses offered in a University based on their congruency in 
communication skills acquisition or basically the acquisition of the four language skills- speaking, writing, listening 
and reading. CIPP (Context, Input, Process, Product) model of evaluation was used in achieving the objectives 
of the study which are the description of the context of English instruction in the University; evaluation of the 
English courses content as to their congruence to learner’s communication skills acquisition and 
recommendation of a course of action that may result to achieving English courses efficacy. The result of the 
analysis and assessment conducted strongly support the call for remedial courses in English. First, the current 
English courses are unable to give focus and emphasis on macro skills in language- speaking, listening, writing 
and reading- skills necessary in acquisition of communicative competence. Second, not all students taking the 
English courses have the same entry-level proficiency; thus, they encounter difficulties in coping with the 
requirements of English courses.  
 
Attitudes and Skills of Selected Education Students towards English for 
Academic Purpose  
 
Randolph G. Catungal  
catungal_randolph@yahoo.com    
 
This paper seeks to identify the needs of selected Education students in terms of English language. The 
respondents are the 20 Filipino Majors whom would be interviewed. There are also 20 questions to answer 
by each respondent. This study aims to describe the language model that students used in studying English as 
an academic subject in their curriculum. The findings of this study show that majority of them share the 
common problems they encounter when studying English. It could also serve as a basis on the curriculum 
planners in designing English courses offered in Higher Education programs in the Philippines to improve 
students’ skills in learning English and their attitudes as well. 
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Confessions of a MOOCer: An Autoethnographic Inquiry on Online Distance 
Learning  
 
Romualdo A. Mabuan  
Albert M. Navarra 
romualdo.mabuan@lpu.edu.ph   
 
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) are dramatically restructuring, reshaping, and redefining the vast 
landscape of learning and teaching. With MOOCs’ ubiquity, openness, and accessibility, they have become a 
new platform for teacher professional development around the world. Utilizing a narrative inquiry paradigm, 
we examine aspects of our memories, perspectives, and experiences in successfully completing a 150-hour 
online TESOL Certificate Course from the Arizona State University, USA via Coursera.org, a MOOC platform. 
In this study, we unpack how we traverse the massive information superhighway in our quest for teacher 
professional development, what it is like to be an online learner, how we see our role, why we believe what 
we believe about MOOCs’ pedagogical potential, and how we think this, all of this, affects our decisions and 
practices in our classrooms and contexts. We examined “through the refracted medium of narrators’ voices” 
(CHASE, 2005, p.666), how MOOCs can influence our personal, professional, and social lives. Andragogical 
and pedagogical implications are provided in the light of our MOOC experience. 
 
To Face or Not to Face It: Utilizing Facebook in the English Language 
Classroom  
 
Romualdo A. Mabuan  
Gregorio P. Ebron, Jr.  
Albert M. Navarra 
Juliet B. Salaysay  
romualdo.mabuan@lpu.edu.ph  
 
With the pedagogical aims anchored on Outcomes-Based Education (OBE) and geared towards developing 
the 21st Century Skills among English language learners (ELLs), the educational landscape of English Language 
Teaching in the Philippines is gradually shifting from passive, teacher-centred, and traditional approaches to 
more dynamic, learner-centred, and ICT-embedded learning environments. Following the principles of 
Blended Learning (Horn & Staker, 2014) and SAMR Model of technology integration in education (Puentedura, 
2010 ), this study reports findings of integrating Facebook, a Social Networking Site (SNS), in facilitating English 
language classes at a private university in Manila, Philippines. Research participants include freshmen, 
sophomore, and senior students enrolled at English classes in the first semester of the academic year 2015 – 
2016. Research data from surveys, students’ wall posts, students’ reflections, and individual and focus group 
interviews suggest that despite some technological limitations, students view and respond positively to the 
use of Facebook as an alternative platform in facilitating their English language learning and as an innovative 
and strategic tool in integrating technology in enhancing lesson delivery, engaging students with the material, 
and creating a discourse space for students' self-expression. Pedagogical implications to language teachers and 
researchers are provided in the light of these findings. 
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SOCIOLINGUISTICS 
 
“The feeling is mutual”: Sociolinguistic survey on international students and 
ESL teachers in multicultural settings  
 
Agnes Catalan Francisco 
Kaith Catalan Francisco 
ac_francisco29@yahoo.com 
 
This qualitative study looked into the difficulties encountered and coping strategies employed by both the ESL 
teachers and EFL students in a multicultural learning environment. Interview data from ten international 
students (Korean, Japanese, Chinese, and Vanuatu or Bislaman) and ten full-time instructors of English who 
were all non-native speakers of English were analyzed using Ponterotto’s (2005) constructivist-interpretivist 
view of reality. Categories or frames and subcategories of responses from student and teacher participants 
include: (1) common difficulties subcategorized as academic, cultural, or linguistic; and (2) coping mechanisms 
subcategorized as personal strategies and social strategies. Results revealed that the most common difficulty 
encountered by international students is language-related. Incompetence of the English language greatly 
impedes their personal and social relationship with their ESL teachers. ESL teachers employ personal strategies 
like establishing rapport with international students, appreciation of their culture, and giving encouragement 
and motivation. For both groups of participants, language is perceived to be a barrier in language teaching and 
learning in a multicultural setting.  
 
The power of a powerless language 
 
Angelique F. Pamplona  
angeliquepamplona@gmail.com    
 
This study examines the features of Women’s Language and how such features reflect women’s powerless 
position in the society. It is often associated with women for they are believed to be the weaker sex. Thus, 
many studies before consider women to use powerless language while men are regarded as speakers of 
powerful language. Until later studies showed that most features that are present in women’s language were 
also used by men. In addition, people who belong to a lower social status usually use this type of language 
regardless of their gender. Today, some studies reveal that the use of powerless language doesn’t necessarily 
indicate powerlessness. In order to test this belief, this study focuses on the analysis of three videos that 
contain the statements of Filipino beauty queens. The goal was to find out whether features of WL language 
are present in the speeches of the beauty queens and how they turn powerless language into a powerful one. 
The results revealed how WL features affect their speech patterns and how it empowered them to perform 
their roles in the society. 
 
Filipino and Malaysian Travel Bloggers: Adverbial Intensifiers Used in Blog 
Description  
 
Arvin D. Ludovice  
ludovicearvin@gmail.com    
 
The modern way of communicating and connecting people has been in its easiest forms nowadays, one of it 
is blog. Blogs, nowadays, are truly relevant in informing people of different as aspects, interests, and fields 
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through these blogs. The evidentiality and testimony of collective people is easily been accessed. However, 
the description of blog in the making is persuading people, choice of language is one—adverbial intensifiers. 
Measuring the language on a scale of its intensity subdue the intensity per se. The present study determines, 
scrutinizes and analyses the adverbial intensifiers used in Filipino and Malaysian. The corpus consists of 30 top 
travel blogs written by Filipinos and 30 top travel blogs written by Malaysian for a total of 60 travel blogs.  The 
application AntConc was utilized to tag the necessary intensifiers. A frequency distribution of the scores is 
used to identify the most common intensifiers used by travel bloggers from the Philippines and Malaysia. The 
scale or degree of intensifier by Quirk et al (1985) is taken as the basis for the functions of intensifiers. The 
result found that Malaysian travel blogs are more expressive with the use of the adverbial intensifiers vis-à-vis 
Filipino travel bloggers, consequently, ranking of the intensifiers, boosters are most used one in expressing and 
utilizing the language choice a more. The conclusion states that Malaysian travel bloggers are of using the 
functionality of the adverbial intensifiers. The distinction on the pedagogical implications are hereunto stated 
as well to deepen and give its significant and importance in language teaching. 
 
TTL: Taxonomy of text language  
 
Benedict C. Totanes  
totanesbenz@gmail.com    
 
The article seeks to determine significant similarities and differences of Teachers-textism and Student-textism 
styles. It also investigates on the style patterns that the two sub-groups utilize in terms of SMS usage. The 
categories or the classes of the shortening strategies were all modified from the works of Bieswanger (2007), 
Lee (2006), Segerstad (2002) and Smith (2003). In recapitulation of the modified categories, the researcher 
grouped the tagged word texts into contraction, clipping, onomatopoeia, sound representation, abbreviation, 
acronymy, letter dropping and emoticons. Based on the careful analysis done in this study, text communication 
among the teachers and students shows that ‘textism’ styles are significantly utilized as shown by 12.84% of 
the word-text totality of retrieved SMS, as well as the uses of text language for the two-subgroups. The 
findings in this paper are adhering to the claim of Segerstad on the Linguistic Adaptivity Theory which entails 
flexibility on the use of language ie using unconventional orthography. Likewise, other conspicuous sample 
strategies are also stipulated in this paper. The researcher emphasizes in this article that the use of this 
unconventional communication style does not determine nor show the communicative competence of both 
subgroups. This paper exposes the forms, flexibility and functionality of the text language in students and 
teachers’ virtual and IM communication. 
 
Filipino Digitalk  
 
Chenee M. Dino-Aparicio  
Leah E. Gustilo  
leah.gustilo@dlsu.edu.ph   
 
From selfies to twofies, from icons to animated stickers and from simple acronyms to functional ones, digital 
communication has been aggressive in opening its avenue to more and more development, and Filipino 
Digitalkers (i.e. Filipino Internet users) have become one of the active members who use digital language in  
the virtual world. Filipino Digitalkers, whose population in the Internet penetration have reached 47 million 
(Rappler, 2017), have shown their wits in battling with the demands and muddling through the trends in the 
virtual world. This ability of Filipino Digitalkers to communicate specifically in the virtual world, according to 
scholars, is part of language creativity (Yule, 2010) and dynamism of the Internet language (Bodomo, 2010). 
Digitalk is no longer a new topic in research, but this area of interest remains fresh as new features of the 
virtual language keep evolving; moreover, studies that attempt to characterize it–especially in the local 
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setting—seem limited. For this reason, the researchers aimed at creating a model of Filipino Digitalk to 
characterize this evolving virtual language. The model was anchored on other Computer-Mediated 
Communication studies and constructed from a discourse analysis employed in a corpus of CMC posts and 
exchanges. Interfunctionality (i.e. the interplay of linguistic features and linguistic functions in CMC) and 
youngerspeak (i.e. the language used by the elders to adjust to the language of the younger generations) are 
the highlights of the constructed model because they appeared to be exclusive features among Filipino 
Digitalkers and they have not been documented in any CMC studies.  
 
Value assumptions of classroom-based English language assessment practices 
in a Philippine elementary school 
  
Dan Henry F. Gonzales  
henry.gonzales@obf.ateneo.edu    
 
Recently, there has been growing interest in the social aspects of language testing and evaluation. Half a 
century ago, much of the work in language testing and assessment was focused with constructing quality tests 
that accurately measure language. But today, tests are viewed “as instruments connected and embedded in 
political, social and educational traits” (Shohamy, 2007, p. 117). Although considerable research has been 
devoted to English language testing in the Philippines, rather less attention has been paid to its social dimension. 
It would seem, therefore, that further investigations are needed in order to acknowledge the importance of 
the social aspects of English language testing in the country. This study follows this research trajectory by 
zooming in on the English language testing (ELT) practices of a private elementary school, using the unified 
validity framework of Messick (1989). 
 
 
Illocutionary acts in showbiz articles in Philippine English  
 
Eduardo Teodoro B. Ramos, Jr.  
edteo.ramos@yahoo.com    
 
Updating oneself with news pertaining to local and international entertainment is generally innate among 
Filipino readers. In the Philippine show business context, articles are written in both Filipino and English 
(Philippine English to be exact). Entertainment news and articles generally focus on celebrities as well as events 
pertaining to them. Ramos' breakthrough study is an offshoot of his previous study on the illocutionary acts 
found in showbiz articles written in Filipino. Two of the objectives of this study are to examine the structure 
of PE showbiz articles and to determine the dominant pattern found in the sample articles. Another objective 
of the study is to determine the common illocutionary acts employed by entertainment writers writing in 
Philippine English. Columns and articles to be used will be obtained from leading English-language broadsheets 
in the Philippines and all the columns and articles must be dated within the week in which they are published 
for these articles to be contemporary. 
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Dichotomizing ideological representations in President Benigno Aquino III's 
October 30th address  
 
Edward Jay Mansarate Quinto  
ejmquinto@yahoo.com.ph    
 
On October 30th 2013, Philippine President Benigno S. Aquino III addressed the Filipino people in a 12-
minute televised speech, in which he defended the government's spending program, Disbursement 
Acceleration Program (DAP), against accusations of it being the President's version of lawmakers' Priority 
Assistance Development Fund (PDAF) or ‘Pork Barrel.’ This paper examined ideological representations 
through a systematic discourse analysis of the 19-paragraph, 1851-word speech. In particular, the paper 
examined lexical choices within the bounds of ‘biased lexical items’ in political discourse (van Dijk 2005) and 
‘referential strategy’ (Wodak, De Cillia & Reisigl 1999). Analysis of data pointed to the polarization of pronouns 
representing ‘US’ and ‘THEM.’ Data also revealed that positive-self and negative-others representations were 
achieved through the use of two strategies in van Dijk's (1998) ideological square: (i) emphasis of good things 
about ‘US’ and (ii) emphasis of bad things about ‘THEM.’ These strategies framed the President and his 
administration under good governance and administration accomplishments, while framing the critics and 
opposition as enemies of good governance and part of a failed past. The President's discursive choices 
reinforced the underlying ideological implication, ‘the Disbursement Acceleration Program is not pork barrel.’ 
The paper closes with some implications for future research. 
 
Intersemiotic mechanisms of co-contextualizing and re-contextualizing 
ideologies in a political discourse 
 
Edward Jay Mansarate Quinto 
Geraldine Lopez Canlas   
ejmquinto@yahoo.com.ph  
 
Since political discourse analysis traditionally focused on unearthing ideologies embedded in written and 
spoken data, very little attention has been paid in ways through which meaning making is made through the 
convergence or divergence of multiple semiotic resources. Hence, in this paper, the researchers analyzed the 
ways, succinctly called ‘intersemiotic mechanisms’ (Royce, 1998), in which ideologies are made salient through 
the convergence (co-contextualization) or divergence (re-contextualization) of text and image deployed in 
former Philippine President Benigno S. Aquino III’s October 30th Speech. An analysis of the 1851-word speech 
and 27-slide PowerPoint presentation revealed that the former president favored particular intersemiotic 
mechanisms, primarily semiotic cohesion, semiotic mixing, juxtaposition and spatiality, and semiotic metaphor. 
The analysis, oscillating between micro and macro structures of the intersemiotic phenomenon in question, 
also revealed that the intersemiotic mechanisms aided the political actor in either reinforcing or layering 
meaning around a central message: ‘the Disbursement Allocation Program is not pork barrel.’ In this paper, 
the researchers argue that meaning, i.e., political ideologies, cannot be traced in only either text or image, but 
in intersections where text and image converge or diverge, making particular political ideologies salient in the 
intersemiotic phenomenon. Through this paper, the researchers hope that (1) more researchers find 
examining political ideologies in the rich Philippine political scene a burgeoning area of research and (2) more 
attention is paid to the ways in which deployment of various semiotic resources, e.g., textual, visual, gestural, 
etc., illuminates the nuances of political discourse.  
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Critical Discourse Analysis of 2016 Presidential Debates  
 
Jamil S. Aguilus  
Benette B. Mendoza 
Christel Angel A. Reyes  
jamilsaguilus@gmail.com  
  
The national elections in the Philippines in 2016 is a landmark event in Philippine politics: the government, 
through its Commission on Elections (COMELEC), and select media partners necessitated the creation of a 
series of events where presidential candidates can showcase their capability to hurdle a variety of national and 
international issues as well verbally spar with fellow presidential candidates. These events served as rich 
discourses for the discerning Filipino voting population before the national elections in May 2016. However, 
beyond the debates’ capacity to provide vital information about the presidential candidates – their platforms, 
promises, and principles on certain national and international issues, the debates also reveal how power abuse, 
dominance, and inequality are enacted, reproduced, and resisted (van Dijk, 2001) in Philippine politics. This 
paper aimed to trace underlying meanings beyond surface presentations of five presidential candidates in three 
presidential debates through the following analytical categories: languages used, actor-referential strategies, 
and rhetorical organization of the presidential candidates in selected speeches.  
 
Deviation of Swardspeak in the English Structure norms  
 
Jan Adams D. Magtanong  
janadamsmagtanong@gmail.com    
 
Gayspeak has been an emerging language in the Philippines and observably been permeated in the 
conventional language of the society. Filipino gays impeccably switch their words into gayspeak when they are 
assembled together or when they are around other people with the intention of swathing their intimate 
discussions. Gay lingo’s creativity made way to a new version of language, and spread through mass acceptance 
as there has not been a discussion or decision made to formally launch the language in the societal context. 
Thus, this paper examines the relationship of gender and language sociolinguistically through the mouth of the 
gays. It aims to find out the origins of gay words in the Philippines and the role of the language to Filipino gay 
men. This study analyzes how gay language defy the norms of English structure vis-à-vis grammatical and 
syntactic features. Based on the information gathered from the purposively selected 20 respondents, it was 
learned that gayspeak has four major methods on how they are created: modifying function words, 
letter/syllable replacement, word reversal and affixation. Norms of the English language is violated in this 
practice in the sense that spelling, form, and structure of the language are being stretched or modified in the 
attempt of gay lingo practitioners to promote subtleness or encrypt messages. This is also observed to create 
a wall between gay people and straight people, or simply to brand individuals based on the language they use. 
 
The Role of Euphemism in Filipino Senators’ Speeches  
 
Licaflor Vanezza G. Ignacio 
Rodrigo Litao 
licaflorignacio@gmail.com 
 
Political euphemisms serve as a polite expression in place of words or phrases that might be considered harsh 
to hear. Thus, people, particularly the politicians, resort to the use of euphemisms to give themselves a positive 
image and soften the impact of ideas that may cause offence and social disapproval. A number of research 
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about euphemisms have been conducted such as in American debate speeches, British press, and in European 
debates. However, there is still sparse literature about it in Asia specifically in the Philippines. Anchored on 
Fairclough’s (1992) three-dimensional concept of discourse and using Zhao and Dong‘s (2010) typology of 
political euphemisms, the researcher and the inter-rater independently analyzed political euphemisms found 
in 100 online speeches of the selected 10 Filipino senators, which were culled from the Senate of the 
Philippines website. Furthermore, semi-structured interviews were conducted among selected respondents 
to triangulate the data. Results showed that the identified political euphemisms could be classified into greater 
deviation from its signified, more vague meanings, and strong characteristics of time, in that order of 
occurrence.  Interestingly, two other categories occurred outside of Zhao & Dong’s typology namely: issue 
moderation and analogous association. Implications of the results are discussed in the light of Philippine political 
discourse writing.  
 
How Duterte might have pointed his Subjects: Analyzing Styles of Anti-
Colonial Deictic Expressions  
 
Jan Marvin A. Goh  
gohjanmarvin@gmail.com    
 
The ascent of Rodrigo Duterte, the 16th President of the Republic of the Philippines, to the seat of Presidency 
and his campaign against social ills, have been widely collecting excessive attention from both international 
and local discourse. Although much attention has been coming from various sources of media focused on 
providing evaluations about him and his answers, few attempted to critically theorize how his language 
positions his audience into an anti-colonial, agenda-setting spheres in Philippines using deictic expressions. 
Providing a critical analysis based on linguistic framework, this study proceeds by using both Hanks’s (2005) 
Deictic Field framework – which is a single field composed of the positions of communicative agents relative 
to the participant framework they occupy; the positions occupied by the objects of reference; and the multiple 
dimensions whereby the positions of communicative agents relative to the participant framework provides an 
access to the positions occupied by the subjects – to analyze how Duterte strategically uses personal, temporal, 
spatial, and social deictic markers and to explain how his positioning affects the ideology/ies present – which 
includes (1) seeing local journalists as Pro-Americans (Pro-colonizers); (2) addressing the voice of the Filipino 
people through perusing the personal pronoun “we”; (3) treating drugs as a space of/for killings; (4) 
emphasizing the urgency of the speaker’s anti-colonial stance in present – in his speech based from the 
contention that the embedding of language cannot be separated from social relations of power, value, and 
conflict.  
 
Power, Ideologies, and Discursive Practice in News Tweets: Learning 
Opportunities and Uncertainties  
 
Jonathan V. Gochuico  
jvgochuico@dlsud.edu.ph    
 
Social media is influential in developing communicative competence as it demonstrates authentic language yet 
its ontology is not fully comprehended and its use not fully maximized. An examination of tweets from the 
three major media networks in the Philippines – ABS-CBN Broadcasting Network, GMA Network Inc., and 
TV 5 Network, Inc., using Huckin’s lens of critical discourse analysis, and the Mamasapano Senate Inquiry Day 
One as context, exposes the intricate relation of power and ideology thereby revealing discursive practice in 
news tweets that is vital for effective language use and communication. These elements are highlighted to gain 
insights for language and content area subjects. 
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Linguistic Imperialism in Advertising Billboards Along Manuel L. Quezon 
Avenue, Quezon City  
 
Lana D. Pariñas  
Mary Rose D. Sonajo 
Sarah Antonette J. De Ocampo  
lanskieparinas@gmail.com  
 
This paper problematizes the dominance of the English language over the Filipino language, or the official 
language over the national language, because of the Filipino stigma that the former serves more as the 
“language of opportunity.” This phenomenon is evident in the texts of advertising billboards found along 
Manuel L. Quezon Avenue in Quezon City.Through Gorter (2006), and Landry and Bourhis’ (1996) linguistic 
landscape; R. Scollon and S.W. Scollon’s (2003) place semiotics; and Phillipson’s (1992) linguistic imperialism, 
the researchers analyzed advertising billboards to show how the Philippines, as a postcolonial/ neocolonial 
‘developing country,’ clings to the imperial power of English. The data analysis comprised of categorizing the 
advertising billboards between bottom-up or top-down signs. Furthermore, texts from the signs were analyzed 
using code preference and inscription. 
 
Language practices in the diaspora: nurturing Filipino literacy in a 
multicultural environment  
 
Lenny Kaye Bugayong  
l.bugayong@gmail.com    
 
According to popular estimates, there are around 10 million Filipinos living outside the Philippines. As a 
consequence of steady migration streams starting from the mid 1970s, there is now also a significant number 
of 2nd- and 3rd-generation Filipinos living in the European diaspora. Unlike Filipino migrants to the U.S., where 
the dominant language is English - which also happens to be an official language in their heritage country - the 
migration trajectory of Filipino migrants to Europe entails and evokes linguistic practices influenced by their 
respective host countries, which inherently implies greater linguistic multiplicity. Switzerland alone counts 
around 40,000 Filipinos among its inhabitants nearing 8 million, some of which have lived there for nearly five 
decades while others have newly arrived. Due to a wide range of migration circumstances, their linguistic 
practices and attitudes towards their heritage language (Filipino or a respective regional variety), the language 
of the host society (this paper shall focus on German as one of the four Swiss national languages) as well as 
the global lingua franca and 2nd official language of the Philippines (English) are subject to differing degrees of 
(re-)negotiation. This paper aims to give an overview of various linguistic issues and challenges faced by Filipino 
migrants in Switzerland (and their offspring) based on qualitative data and anecdotal evidence. It also wishes 
to present recent efforts in raising awareness for linguistic choices by nurturing literacy in Filipino within the 
Filipino community in Switzerland and discuss how the interplay of language and migration economics informs 
the shifting identities within the global community of Filipinos in an age of increasing mobility.  
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Speech enigma: The semantics of Doublespeak in the Philippine presidents' 
speeches  
 
Maico Demi Banate Aperocho  
aperochomaicodemi@gmail.com     
 
Reich (2013) cited that the fact that there is some relation between language and political thought and that 
the language politicians use can up to a certain degree influence people‘s political thought has become widely 
accepted by linguistic scholars. This study seeks to determine the doublespeak in the last State of the Nation 
Addresses (SONA’s) of the twelve Philippine presidents. This study is descriptive-qualitative in nature, and it 
uses political discourse analysis. Political speeches are carefully analyzed to extract the euphemism, inflated 
language, gobbledygook statements, and jargons used. Also, the president who utilized the most number of 
each classification of doublespeak is identified. Purposes for using doublespeak in political speeches are also 
identified based on Lutz’s (1990) Perspective on Doublespeak. Findings show that there are a number of 
euphemism, inflated language, gobbledygook, and jargons in the speeches. Of the four classifications of 
doublespeak, jargons are the most prevalent. In addition, it is Ferdinand Marcos who used the most number 
of euphemism and inflated language, while it is Elpidio Quirino who used the most count of gobbledygook 
and jargon in the speech. Furthermore, it is identified that presidents had purposes in using these doublespeak 
words. Generally, they use doublespeak to mislead or deceive people, give an air of importance to individuals 
or situations, show authority or profundity, and simply overwhelm people with words. In the light of the 
findings of the study, it is concluded that doublespeak is a very powerful language that does not only affect 
the quality of a written or verbal piece but also affects the thoughts of the audience, and it is not only used in 
literary works, but also in technical works such as political speeches and commentaries. 
 
A Comparative Analysis of the Linguistic Landscape on Mall Facade in Metro 
Manila Philippines  
 
Maria Vanessa Estillore-Gabunada  
mvestillore@gamail.com 
 
Advertisements, as part of linguistic landscapes, have influenced every aspect of our lives to the extent that it 
guides our choices and lifestyle as consumers of goods and services. This is exactly because advertisements 
offer a very artistic way of communicating to its viewers through powerful images and language in delivering 
messages persuasively. In result, powerful images and language found in advertisements catches the attention 
of the consumers making them to gaze at it. In this study, images and language deployed in advertisements 
are not to be seen as separate entities but as a whole, complementing each other to create coherent message. 
By looking at advertisements as bimodal texts, that is, comprise of image and language, this study will compare 
the advertisements displayed on the façade of high-end and low-end malls in Metro Manila to highlight the 
power dynamics that revolve in the language and image used in advertisements.  Furthermore, the 
advertisements will be identified as ‘demand’ and ‘offer’ by using Kress and Van Leeuwen’s (2006) concept of 
gaze as ‘demand’ and ‘offer’ and will be analyzed using Bourdieu’s power relation theory. Finally this study will 
find out what kind of advertisement dominates in each mall facade and associate its dominance to the 
economic and symbolic status of the mall where it is situated.  
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News Reports on Mindanao Conflicts: Reality or Rhetorical Discourse  
 
Maureen D. Aguisando 
mauaguisando@yahoo.com    
 
One of the common forms of written discourse is newspapers text. Due to their public demand and 
readership to a big number of people, newspapers are one of the most widely-read types of written texts. 
Reading the daily newspapers is a typical routine for most people. Relative to this, news stories cultivate impact, 
prominence, proximity, relevance, and human interest values. The presence of these, along with particular 
linguistic cues, allows media to easily influence readers’ interpretation.    

        This is a qualitative research study employing content discourse analysis aimed to analyze and 
identify the commonly published online news reports on Mindanao conflicts, the readers' perception on the 
news reports on Mindanao conflict whether it is reality or rhetorical discourse, and the linguistics features that 
are contained in the news reports on Mindanao conflicts that lead to their perceptions. In this study, it was 
revealed that the most commonly published news reports on Mindanao conflict according to the contents of 
its headlines were the following: news on bomb explosion incidents, news on the attack by the enemies of 
the state and the military and news related to displacement of civilians due to conflict and the main focus of 
these news articles were killing and direct violence. The study also found out that the news reports contained 
linguistics features that lead to the readers' perception and these were the utilization of combination of 
quantifiers and figures, the usage of passive voice, and the usage modifiers. In addition, the study revealed that 
the readers believed on the news about bombings and killings on some places in Mindanao and the news on 
the clash between government and the enemies of the state. However, the most dominant perceptions in 
this study were the ways of delivering the news to the public that resulted to the negative image of Mindanao 
and the stereotype of Muslim people. 
 
Introducing Mx: Gender-fluid honorific title and emancipatory addresses in 
the academe  
 
Wilzen D. Bermoy  
xandraeo@icloud.com    
 
Honorific titles are gendered. Socioculturally, Philippine sexual stereotypes necessitate the use of titles instead 
of personal names as go-to form of address: both the addresser and the addressee intend for politeness or 
political correctness whenever they use sir and ma’am. Using case study and focus group, this paper explores 
the emancipatory utility of Mx as the title of preference for gender nonconformists senior high school teachers 
and students as they transcend their outlook beyond Mr and Ms. In conclusion, a gender-fluid title compliments 
the dynamics of identification while reinforcing representability of and sensitivity to gender as expressed in 
textual form. 
 
Innovations in the development of a writing system  
 
Xinia Skoropinski  
xinia_skoropinski@sil.org    
 
With at least 185 languages spoken in the Philippines, linguistic diversity ‘indeed raises challenges’ for 
implementation of mother tongue-based multilingual education (MTB-MLE) (Mbaleka, 2014). Nineteen 
languages, including all major languages and languages of wider communication, have been officially selected 
by the Department of Education for implementation of MTB-MLE. But many of the less empowered language 
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communities do not want to be left behind. Developing writing systems for them has been considered a 
technical activity and barrier to production of educational materials, particularly where language development 
has been limited. Working with local educators and community leaders, in cooperation with the Indigenous 
Peoples Education Office of the Department of Education, an adaptation of the alternative approach detailed 
in The Alphabet Design Workshop (Easton 2002), is being applied. Teachers and elders are empowered to 
own the orthography development process, giving them power and freedom to use their language and culture 
in their children’s education and to pass it on to future generations. This innovative approach highly values 
speakers’ perceptions of their language. Phonological analysis informs but does not dictate how the language 
should be written. A major issue faced even in some of the smallest language communities is that of regional 
variation. Can all use one orthography? Or will more than one system be needed to serve everyone? Speakers 
answer these questions themselves. Our role is to be a resource, providing technical information, discussing 
phonological concerns and helping them visualize the issues. They wrestle with the emotional side, with 
questions about identity. Though it is not always possible to resolve everything, in the end, they decide how 
to proceed based on knowledge and communication. It is their language. They make the choices. Because 
they must own the decisions if the orthography is to be used. 
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WORLD ENGLISHES 
 

 
Investigating the Intelligibility of Regional Varieties of Philippine English 
across Philippine Lectal Groups  
 
Henelsie B. Mendoza  
henelsie_mendoza@dlsu.edu.ph    
 
Given the multitude of languages present in the Philippines with significant differences in accents, it can be 
safely assumed that there are probably varieties of Philippine English that are more intelligible than the other. 
The results of this research provide a description of the intelligibility of the regional varieties of English across 
lectal groups—acrolect, mesolect and basilect (Llamzon, 1997) and identify possible factors that aid or hinder 
intelligibility of mesolectal speakers of Philippine English by asking the subjects across lectal groups to listen to 
spontaneous speeches and answer subjective questionnaires. Results of the study report that although all 
regional varieties are intelligible, others are more intelligible than others to different lectal listeners. Also, the 
paper describes other factors that may have influenced the regional speakers’ intelligibility and discusses their 
implications for teaching Philippine English in the classrooms.  
 
 
Lexical creativity in Philippine English: Formations beyond frameworks  
 
Nimfa G. Dimaculangan 
Leah E. Gustilo  
nimfa_dimaculangan@yahoo.com  
 
This paper aims at producing a word list of early 21st century Philippine English (PhilE) lexicon and analyzing 
the formation processes that operated in the creation of the lexical patterns. The lexical items were culled 
from a newly-built 400,000-word corpus of printed texts written from 2005 to 2015. Criteria and parameters 
were set to help the researchers identify PhilE neologisms from their surrounding L1 English lexical items and 
analyze them. The characterizing marks were based on Bambose’s (1998) first two measures of ESL Englishes 
well-motivated innovations and D’ Souza’s (1998) first three criteria in standardizing usages in new Englishes. 
A descriptive approach to language was observed in the treatment and analysis of the items . Analysis revealed 
one hundred seventy eight new lexical items formed through creative expansions or modifications of the 
traditional processes and through the deliberate integration of figures of speech in the word-formation 
processes. These included: 1) blending English and non-English elements, 2) affixing non-English lexemes with 
English morphemes, 3) borrowing Tagalog blends and compounds as well as oral expressions, 4) redefining 
borrowed words, 5) clipping hypocoristically, 6) narrowing and shifting L1 semantic sense, 7) punning and 
forming metonymic, puny, and common collocations, 8) using onomatopoeic expressions, 9) compounding 
Tagalog expressions and oxymoronic elements, 11) creating special types of initials, 12) changing L1 English 
words’ graphological structures, calquing English spelling, and 13) overgeneralizing a linguistic rule. A tentative 
modified word-formation framework for early 21st century PhilE writing was then proposed based on the 
research findings. 
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Administrative Emails from Kachruvian Circles: Openings, Closings and 
Interactional Metadiscourse  
 
Noreen Pontillas  
noreen_pontillas@dlsu.edu.ph 
 
Emails from administrative personnel from countries belonging to the Kachruvian Inner Circle and Expanding 
Circle were investigated. Focus were given on the email openings and closings as well as the interactional 
metadiscourse present in the emails.  A newly-established multinational academic institution served as the 
context for the sent emails included in the study. Findings on the email openings and closings confirm email 
as a hybrid between spoken discourse and written discourse. Openings align with features from spoken 
discourse while closings   follow written discourse features. The analysis of interactional metadiscourse include 
five resources as stipulated by Hyland (2005): hedges, boosters, self-mentions, attitude markers and 
engagement markers.   Evident was the non-impact of the Kachruvian model as emails from both Inner Circle 
and Expanding Circle senders contain almost the same percentage of interactional resources. Context has 
more to do in this finding than the Kachruvian model. Of the five interactional resources for metadiscourse, 
hedges and boosters were minimal. This finding points to the contents of the administrative email, which were 
straightforward and impersonal.  Engagement markers were the most dominant considering that the emails   
were sent to a newly-hired faculty; hence, engagement between the email sender and receiver is of utmost 
important such that the administrative processes can proceed with minimal drawbacks.     
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STUDENT PAPERS 
 

 
The Language Style of Philippine News Discourse in Expressing Opinion 
through Evaluation  
 
Pea Kathleen A. Espiritu 
Peta Queency Q. Mendiola 
Honey Grace V. Sia 
Kristine R. Yabut 
 
Far Eastern University 
 
Newspapers in the 21st century are no longer about delivering the news alone; newspaper writers add zest 
to every article they published by including their opinion on certain topics. Since writers’ opinions are included 
in the writing of news, it appears that they have an impact to the readers. The primary purpose of this study 
is to evaluate writers’ opinion in writing news related to disasters in broadsheets and tabloid. The study sought 
to answer how writers express their opinions about people, events, and situations in writing news related to 
disaster, how writers in broadsheet and tabloid differ in expressing opinions, and which between broadsheet 
and tabloid writers express more opinions. Eighteen news articles about typhoon Yolanda were used in this 
study. These news articles were taken from the top three leading broadsheet in the Philippines namely Manila 
Bulletin, The Philippine Star, and Philippine Daily Inquirer; the tabloids include Tempo, People’s Journal, and 
Sun Star. In analyzing the data, the researchers applied Monika Bednarek’s (2006) Evaluative Framework to 
evaluate opinions expressed by tabloid and broadsheets writers. The results of the study showed that tabloid 
writers express more opinions than broadsheet news writers; the former uses more words, evaluators, 
negation, and evidentiality. 
 
Critical Discourse Analysis of Philippine News Articles on Mining 
 
Jenova J. Aloba  
Andrea A. Lacuesta 
Matt Sedreich C. Molero 
Kurt Denise R. Relucio 
Duane Renzo O. Seballos 
Mycah-Amelita C. Chavez (Adviser) 
 
Far Eastern University 
 
The research analyzed Philippine newspaper articles about mining from the top-selling broadsheets namely 
The Manila Times, The Philippine Star, and Manila Bulletin using Critical Discourse Analysis at three levels: 
micro-level, meso-level, and macro-level. Using grammatical devices at the micro-level such as activation and 
referential vagueness, the researchers identified impersonalisation strategies that grab the attention of readers. 
As for evaluation, the researchers identified the use of nouns, adjectives, and adverbs. At the meso-level, the 
discourse practice contextse were observed, primarily focusing on the writers and the owners of the 
newspaper companies. Macro-level analysis, then, considered the socio-economic contexts affecting the way 
society may receive the news articles. With the aid of two intercoders, the researchers used Krippendorf’s 
alpha (Kalpha) macro to test the reliability of the analysis. 
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 The study revealed that social actors were presented impersonally by mentioning the social actor as 
a gruop or by not mentioning it at all. Also, the newsaper articles were similar in their contexts in the use of 
attribution to reduce specificity. Lastly, the articles presented the issue of mining focusing on its impact on the 
economy and the burden of corporate social responsibility. 
 Newspapers create a significant impact on the opinions of their readers through the authors' choice 
and use of words. It is, therefore, imperative that readers understand how social actors are presented and 
ascertain the intent of the authors and newspaper companies in writing  and publishing these articles.  
 
 
Waterproof: Structures of Resilience and Vulnerability in U-Belt Students' 
Personal Narratives 
 
Chelsea Collado 
Diamond Melendres 
Ma. Leonica Padilla 
Lois Dale Ulang 
Sang Geub Yang 
 
Far Eastern University 
  
Floods are among the most common natural disasters in the Metro Manila area. One of the twenty-one areas 
in Metro Manila identified by the Metropolitan Manila Development Authority (MMDA) as flood-prone is the 
University Belt. Overall, there are 44 universities and colleges in U-Belt. Since floods have become a part of 
the lives of many students, the study tried to discover whether the students have developed resiliency or not 
by analyzing narratives of their personal experiences with floods. The narratives were gathered by interviewing 
15 students from Far Eastern University, University of the East, and University of Santo Tomas. Using William 
Labov’s model (1967; 1972; 1997), the study was able to extract common structures in the narratives. These 
structures were correlated with common linguistic features in the narrative clauses. Through this correlation, 
the study was able to identify narratives that show signs of resiliency and vulnerability. By revealing signs of 
resiliency and vulnerability in the students’ personal narratives, the study may pave the way for a more in-
depth analysis of personal narratives about disasters. 
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About the Linguistic Society of the Philippines 
 
The organization was the brainchild of Dr. Bonifacio Sibayan of the Philippine Normal College (now University) 
and Dr. Ernesto Contantino of the University of the Philippines, two linguists who were working on their 
respective research projects in the Pacific and Asian Languages Institute of the University of Hawaii in 1968. 
Far away from home and very conscious of the linguistic work going on in the US, they had several discussions 
on the need for an organization of linguists that would do research and write on Philippine languages. 
  
The Linguistic Society of the Philippines (popularly known as the LSP) was formally organized in school year 
1969-1970, with Teodoro Llamzon (Ateneo de Manila) as president, Bonifacio Sibayan (PNC) as vice-
president, Edilberto Dagot (PNC) as secretary, and Fe Otanes (PNC) as treasurer. 
  
The organization was off to a rousing start, with a lecture series and a five-day seminar-workshop on linguistics 
and language teaching held in SY 1969-1970, and with the LSP's journal called the Philippine Journal of 
Linguistics (or PJL for short) coming out in June 1970. The LSP also initiated discussions for a Consortium 
between the Ateneo de Manila University and Philippine Normal College that would offer a Ph.D. in Linguistics, 
with assistance from the Ford Foundation and the Asia Foundation. The first group of scholars in the Ateneo-
PNC Linguistics Consortium started their program in SY1971-1972 and several completed their doctorates 
starting in SY1974-1975. 
  
The LSP has been blessed with dynamic officers, starting with its first group of officers. Special mention should 
be made of the contribution of Br. Andrew Gonzalez, FSC, of De La Salle University, who was its Executive 
Secretary for seventeen years and editor of the PJL for twenty-one years. It was Br. Andrew who provided a 
home for the LSP Secretariat at De La Salle University, an institution he was associated with for a long time 
as Academic Vice-President and President. It was through his initiative that many of the research and training 
programs of the LSP got underway. Brother Andrew Gonzalez was a previous secretary of the Department 
of Education, Culture and Sports (present-day Department of Education). 
  
Significant research on Philippine languages (including a frequency count and etymological dictionary of Filipino, 
a linguistic atlas of the Philippines, a dictionary of Cebuano Visayan), language planning in the Philippines, the 
implementation of the Bilingual Education Policy, and the Philippine variety of English has been conducted and 
published under the auspices of the LSP. 
  
Training has constituted an important part of the LSP's agenda. From practically the very founding of the 
organization, the LSP has sponsored in-service training programs, annual conventions, and regular lectures for 
its members and for all those interested in language. These training programs have been held with the 
assistance of such agencies as the Fund for Assistance to Private Education, the Philippine Social Science 
Council, the Department of Education, Culture and Sports, the Summer Institute of Linguistics, the British 
Council, the United States Information Agency, and in cooperation with other linguistic and language teaching 
organizations. 
  
The LSP has organized Summer Workshops for Teachers, Workshops for Senior Linguists, Summer 
Workshops in Translation, Roving Seminars on Language Teaching, Lecture Series, Annual Conventions, and 
has been able to invite distinguished scholars from all over the country and the world to speak at these public 
fora. With the assistance of the Fund for Assistance to Private Education, a group of 20 teachers completed 
their Master of Arts in Teaching English Language at De La Salle University through a summer program lasting 
four summers. 
  
The language situation in the Philippines being a very complex one, the LSP has been at the vanguard of 
groups that are trying to clarify positions and chart directions in the formulation of language policy. It has been 
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involved in policy discussions on the national language and the medium of instruction. Several LSP members 
appeared before the Constitutional Convention of 1971 and again before the Constitutional Commission in 
1986 to discuss the national language issue. 
  
The LSP was involved in the formulation of the Bilingual Education Policy in 1974 and conducted a formal 
evaluation of its implementation for the period 1974 to 1985; based on the results of that evaluation, the 
Policy was revised in 1987. Several of its recent round-table discussions have focused on the Philippine 
language agenda for the 21st century: even as the role of the ethnic languages is recognized and upheld, the 
concern remains the development of Filipino as a national language and the maintenance of English as the 
global language remain key concerns. 
  
The LSP continues to contribute to the professionalization of the discipline of linguistics and its allied sub-
disciplines, especially language teaching, in the Philippines. It has built up a network of linguists at the national 
and international levels, and has been able to reach out to other social scientists inside and outside the 
Philippines. Finally, it has helped shape policy on language and education in very important ways. 
 
 
Why we exist  
  
As written on Article 2 of our by-laws amended last April 11, 2015, our organization aims: 
  

• To strive for the advancement of the scientific study of language, including basic research, particularly 
on language in the Philippine context; 

• To engage in research and participate in discussions that inform language policies; 
• To publish and disseminate the results of original scientific studies undertaken and to communicate 

with organizations within and outside the Philippines that are also engaged in such pursuit; 
• To conduct training programs on language and language related topics both at pre-service and in-

service levels locally and nationally; 
• To hold conferences at the local, regional, national and international levels in matters relating to 

linguistics, language education and their allied disciplines; and 
• To encourage the participation of members of the society at local, regional, national, and international 

seminars/workshops/meetings/conferences on linguistics, language, and language education to 
broader their insights and promote their professional growth. 
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Membership 
 
Why should I join LSP? What do I get from membership? 
 
LSP members get: 

• To present papers at annual conferences of the Society upon approval 
of the program committee 

• To regularly receive a copy of the Philippine Journal of Linguistics (PJL) 
• To elect (except institutional members) and be elected 
• To regularly receive information about professorial chair lectures, special events, seminars, and other 

activities of the Society 
 
What are my responsibilities as a member? 
 
As a member of LSP, you may be called: 

• To serve on committees upon invitation of the Board of Directors 
• To participate in annual general meetings, special meetings, monthly lectures and annual conferences 
• To pay membership fees regularly, which is on or before March 31 of each year 
• To engage in professional activities to advance the purposes of the Society  

 
How much is membership? 
 
Student Membership:               Php 700/year 
Regular Membership:               Php 1,000/year 
Institutional Membership:         Php 4,000/ year 
Lifetime Membership:              Php 8,000 
 
All rates are current as of April 2017 
 
How do I join now? 
To register for membership, visit  http://www.lsphil.net/become-a-member 
 
 
** Please note that, with the exception of Lifetime Memberships, all confirmed 2017 memberships will be 
valid from April 1, 2017 to March 31, 2018 regardless of date of application within the fiscal year.  
 
 
Renewing your membership instead? 
You may renew your membership here: www.tinyurl.com/lsphilF03 
 
Can I upgrade my membership? 
Definitely! Visit http://www.lsphil.net/upgrade for more information 
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ABOUT:   Book of Abstracts 
FEU  2017 Linguistic Society of the Philippines  

National Conference and General Meeting (2017 LSP-NCGM)   
April 6-8, 2017 

	

2017 LSP-NCGM  Email: linguisticsocietyphil@gmail.com 
Linguistic Society of the Philippines  Website: www.lsphil.net 

About Far Eastern University, Manila 
 
Since its establishment in 1928 by founder Dr. Nicanor Reyes, Sr., FEU has been recognized as one of the 
leading universities in the Philippines. The first Accountancy and Business school for Filipinos, the university 
has, through the years, expanded its course offerings to the Arts and Sciences, Architecture and Fine Arts, 
Education, Engineering and Computer Studies (FEU East Asia College), Graduate Studies, Law, and Medicine 
(FEU-Nicanor Reyes Medical Foundation). 
 
True to its mission of producing graduates who have contributed to the advancement of the country, FEU is 
proud of its alumni have been successful key government officials, influential accountants and businessmen, 
famous media personalities, innovative education administrators and faculty, expert physicians and nursing 
leaders, decorated national and professional athletes, cutting edge architects, artists, and engineers. 
 
Under the current leadership of Dr. Michael M. Alba, University President, along with a dynamic and cohesive 
team of academic and non-academic managers, the university continuously challenges itself to raise the bar of 
excellence to achieve a top-tier status not only in the Philippines but also in the South East Asian region. 
 
Vision-Mission 
 
Guided by the core values of Fortitude, Excellence and Uprightness Far Eastern University aims to be a 
university of choice in Asia. 
 
Far Eastern University provides quality higher education through industry-responsive and outcomes-based 
curricular programs. 
 
FEU produces globally competitive graduates who exhibit the core values of fortitude, excellence and 
uprightness. 
 
FEU promotes sustainable and responsive research, extension, heritage and environment stewardship towards 
national and global development. 
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